
Deep-frozen Minds 
Carl Sagan and the other nuclear freezers 

have been peddling their unilateral arms 
reduction proposals with the gruesome 
threat of a worldwide "nuclear winter," a 
20th-century fimbul that would put an end 
to civilization, or what they call civiliza
tion. The crux of their argument is that ther
monuclear debris will rise high in the sky 
and form a dark cloud of particles that will 
block out the sun for years and years, there
by lowering the earth's temperature until 
we and all our works are frostbitten back 
into barbarism. 

The trouble with Sagan's theory is that 
dust and hot air rises until it reaches the 
altitude of the dew point, where water va
por condenses. Then, according to the 
ru les of meteorology, the dust, soot and 
other particles act as condensation nucleii 
for water drops. Clouds form, and what 
should stay up there for Sagan's big freeze 
falls to earth as rain. This time-tested pro
cess of Mother Nature, this atmospheric 
"wash-out" is something nuclear freeze 
advocates and Soviet agents carefu Ily avoid 
mentioning since it contradicts their end
time scenario. 

Because they are advancing a new the
ory to supplant conventional science wis
dom on such matters, the burden of proof 
should fallon the Saganites. Always true to 
form, however, the media, led by that great 
meteorologist, Dan Rather, has shifted the 
burden by giving all the benefit of the doubt 
to the freezers. We may be sure, however, if 
Hitler was still around, Sagan -- and Injun 
Dan -- would be whistling a different tune, 
one that would probably sing the wisdom 
of first strikes and the transcendent beauty 
of mushroom clouds. 

For more on the wfld guesses and paranoid 
fortune-telling of the anti-nuke kooks, see Ac
cess on Energy, a newsletter put out by Dr. Petr 
Beckmann, professor emeritus of electrical en
gineering, University of Colorado. The address 
is Box 2298, Boulder, CO 80306. Twelve 
monthly issues cost $22, or $ 1 in pre- 1965 U.S. 
silver coins. 

Bending the Rules 
The National Press Club in Washington 

used to be a forum for the better class of 
opinion manufacturers. All that changed 
last spring when the Zionists packed the 
place with noisy partisans. It was a scene 
which men of two and three thousand 
years ago would have recognized at once. 

The occasion was a discussion between 
Stephen Green, author of Taking Sides: 
America's Secret Relations with a Militant 
Israel (available for $14.95 from liberty 
lobby, 300 Independence Ave., S.E., 
Washington, D.C. 20003), George Ball, 
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once the number-two man in the State De
partment, Charles Fenyvesi, the editor of 
Jewish Week, and a neutral moderator. The 
session had been billed for weeks in ad
vance, but the Israeli lobby in Washington 
panicked atthe last minute atthe thought of 
Green and Ball going two-on-one against 
Fenyvesi in an open setting. So they rushed 
in one Daniel Gvron, the little-known au
thor of Israel After Begin. Although, by long 
tradition, participants must be invited to 
National Press Club sessions, the self-chos
en Gvron was good-naturedly accepted -
along with a claque of 100 supporters who 
broke every rule in the Club's book by 
"erupting into applause whenever their 
[man] uttered a syllable." 

George Ball, who ought to know, told 
those in attendance that our government 
has been aware of Israeli nuclear weapons 
for "at least 21 years." He also predicted 
that if Americans are asked to spi /I blood for 
Israel, the nation will be more bitterly di
vided than at any time "since the Civil 
War." 

Jesse Tips the 
Rotten Applecart 

Analysts of every stripe have recognized 
that American presidential politics can 
never again be the same after Jesse Jack
son's candidacy. Some are happy about it 
and others are not. The unhappy ones are 
mostly the white liberals and the so-called 
"neoconservatives," two groups with a 
great deal in common. Those who have 
been enthused by Jackson include blacks, 
white ultra-leftists and a significant portion 
of the white right-wing. 

The latter group, embracing many who 
are not overt racists, can scarcely contain 
its glee now that the privileged status of 
Jews and blacks in American political life is 
being exposed for what it is. joseph Sobran, 
a senior editor of National Review, recent
ly had a column entitled "Minority system 
brought to a crisis." He began by noting the 
"accredited victim status" of Jews and 
blacks in American life: 

That is, they have an official prejudice-
or should I say presumption -- in their 
favor. If they want something from you, 
they are in the right. If you resist, you are 
continuing to victimize them, or, as they 
say, "perpetuating" racism (or anti-Semi
tism, as the case may be) .... 

The minorities also enjoy a privilege of 
accusation. They can charge you with 
racism or anti-Semitism at any time. De
nying the charge hotly is only further 
proof of your guilt. 

This reads exactly likea page out of Richard 
McCulloch's lx>ok, The Ideal and Destiny. 

Sobran went on to accuse the liberal-mi

norily coalition of "thought control" in the 
form of "Holocaust studies" in the public 
schools. He told a very revealing story: 

A few days back, a Jewish assistant 
editor at a metropolitan newspaper tried 
to spike a column asking why those who 
lament the Holocaust don't also lament 
the mass murders of the Chinese com
munists. The editor didn't say that the 
columnist (a staunch Israel supporter) 
was anti-Semitic, not even just beneath 
the surface, but he spoke of "sensitivi
ties" and said there was a "perception" 
that the columnist was "just this side" of 
anti-Semitism. 

But the times are changing: 

Until now the minority system has 
worked smoothly. The minorities get 
nearly everything they ask for, only they 
don't ask. They "demand". .. 

But Jesse Jackson has brought the sys
tem to an unforeseen crisis. He got blacks 
accusing Jews of racism, and Jews accus
ing blacks of anti-Semitism. That is not 
how the system is supposed to work. 

Both groups are fighting fiercely to be 
top dog among the underdogs. What 
makes it serious is that nobody can um
pire the dispute. White gentiles are of 
course "prejudiced" against both 
groups. (Negative attitudes toward mi
norities are always "prejudices," never 
conclusions.) 

Even liberals are afraid to judge .... 
So they stand around wringing their 
hands and whining that both groups have 
the same enemies -- which isn't much 
hel p when they are each other's enemies. 

For which we say, "Thank you, Jesse, for 
helping to permanently destabilize a sordid 
state of affairs!" 

Whitewashing 
the Blackguards 

The Tacoma, Washington, Sunday News 
Tribune had an enormous page-onespread 
on july 1, entitled "Myra recalls Grandpa." 
Picture an artificial-blonde Barbra Strei
sand and you have some idea of Myra lan
sky, the granddaughter of Meyer, the late 
mobster who left behind a fortune worth 
more than $100 million. How many of 
Myra's WASP friends in Tacoma realized 
that this local "Methodist" girl was being 
educated in the traditions of judaism on the 
sly? 

Myra had nothing but good things to say 
about granddad and all the "nice men" 
who were always around him. 

He did a lot of good things. He donated 
five ambulances to Israel. He contributed 
to Brandeis University, the theater and 
the arts. He created a lot of jobs for pe0

pie .... 
He taught me [that] learning through 

observation is the greatest teacher. Not 
necessarily how much you read. He 



never said a thing until after he listened 
for a long time. 

"He loved America so much," said 
Myra, even making July 4 his birthday. 
"Everyone that met him loved him." 

Myra's father had an apparently honest 
job in the local aviation industry, yet secur
ity remained priority number one around 
their house. The News Tribune revealed: 

Even today Myra said she has a sixth 
sense of what is going on around her. 

"I have eyes in the back of my head," 
she said. "We did not speak about per
sonal things [in the house] without turn
ingon the water or walking outside ...." 

Myra said she doesn't remember being 
told the rules of privacy, but always whis
pered in the house because "people 
[could bejlistening." 

** * 

Albert Fried's The Rise and Fall of the 
Jewish Gangster in America belongs to the 
new genre which takes open pride in the 
exploits of the kosher nostra. According to 
Fried, the notorious crime lord Benjamin 
"Bugsy" Siegel, who established a beach
head for organized crime in California and 
Nevada, deserves a "place of honor ... in 
the history of Amercan culture." "Amer
ica," writes Fried, "is embracing Bugsy 
Siegel's vision; his martyrdom was not in 
vain." 

High Society 
Summer 

Senator Kennedy spent a rather dull sum
mer. He did have a public screaming match 
at the West Palm Beach airport with one of 
his groupie girlfriends, Cynthia Sykes of the 
Sf. Elsewhere TV series, after he had ungal
lantly refused to stay behind with her when 
she couldn't get a seat on the Washington 
flight on which he had been booked. Later 
on, in Nantucket, Fat Face pub-crawled to 
a local saloon called The Muse one night. 
He neglected to bring along his shoes, but 
that didn't stop him from dancing with him
self almost till closing time. 

South of Nantucket in Sag Harbor, outon 
the pincers of Long Guyland, there was 
celebrated the annual pie-eating, egg-roI
ling, water-balloon bash known as the 
Writer's Softball League annual picnic. The 
rollickers included Mort Zuckerman, the 
proprietor of U.S. News & World Report 
and Atlantic, Gloria Steinem, his present 
steady, and Betty Friedan, the wicked witch 
of the West -- and East, North and South. 
The climacteric came when Zuckerman 
got zapped and soused with a water bal
loon. 

Up in Greenwich, Connecticut, Leona 
Helmsley, the jewish spouse ofGentile real 
estate and hotel mogul Harry Helmsley, 

has a pleasure dome which would send 
Kublai Khan into a jealous fit. One day 
Leona decided she wanted her outdoor 
pool to become an indoor pool. She laid 
out $2 million and 10, before summer's 
end, it was done! 

The Ideologues 
Are Killing Us 

"Affirmative action" and "comparable 
pay" are life-and-death issues. A recent 
study conducted in New York shows that 
men working at low-level jobs and at high
er levels of stress and social isolation are 
nearly four times as likely as the general 
populace to die of a heart attack within 
three years. The report in the New England 
Journal ofMedicine led Dr. Thomas B. Gra
boys of Harvard to write, "We can prob
ably obtain as much information about a 
given patient's risk of dying by talking 
about what's going on in his life" as by 
conducting an exhaustive examination 
with the latest medical technology. An
other doctor added that cardiac rehabilita
tion programs should deal "not only with 
the heart muscle buttheentire individual." 

According to Graboys, "The hard-driv
ing executive may have recourse to vent 
anger and frustration because he's at the 
top, but the fellow at the middle or low end 
of the totem pole may be brimming with 
anger and keeping it under the surface." In 
the past, such low-on-the-totem-pole men 
could at least hope to dominate their wo
men, but that is obviously no longer the 
case. Rich women's-Iibbers can't under
stand why many poorer women who are 
trying to keep a family together won't stand 
up for their "individual rights." The reason 
is because the latter are more interested in 
their children's rights, and instinctively un
derstand that the combination of male sex 
hormones and low status is already deadly 
enough without their pushing their hus
bands down even further. A related factor 
might be their wish to preserve their hus
bands' sexual interest and potency. 

A University of South Carolina epideme
ologist found that men whose wives earn 
more money than they do suffer a rate of 
heart disease 11 times greater than men 
who outearn their wives. As word of these 
findings begins to get around, men and 
(most) women alike wi /I demand that either 
(1) the number of women going into law, 
medicine ana other lucrative fields be kept 
low; or if the women insist upon "more 
creative work," (2) the salaries of female 
doctors and such be not overly generous, as 
in the Soviet Union, where most doctors 
are now women. The alternative, given 
both male and female mating predilec
tions, is masses of bright, wealthy, unmar
ried women. 

"Comparable pay for comparable work" 
spells disaster as long as the male organism 

is constituted anything like the way it is 
today. The man, in most cases, feels he 
must serve as the chief "provider," which 
gives him an essential psychological boost 
-- in which case the women will still be 
doing just as well materially. Maybe at 
times it's all just a nice "fiction," but it 
keeps the sexes happy and together. If wo
men begin earning nearly as much as men 
(which means that many will earn more), 
an even greater number of men will with
draw from women to preserve theirfeelings 
of dominance feelings which, their in
stincts tell them every day, are necessary for 
male health and longevity. 

Brainless Bruisers 
The National Collegiate Athletic Associ

ation (NCAA) is beginning to have doubts 
about Proposition 48, which was passed at 
its 1983 convention. Scheduled to take ef
fect on August 1, 1986, the proposition 
requires incoming freshmen athletes to 
score a minimum of 700 on the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT) and to have a 2.0 high
school grade-point average in a "core cur
riculum" of 11 academic courses. Failing 
to meet either standard, students must sit 
out athletics during their freshman year. 

The range of SAT scores is 400 to 1600, 
so the athlete who makes 1000 on the SAT 
has statistically done twice as well as the 
one who makes a 700. But since the entire 
test is "multiple choice," it is hard to fath
om how anyone cou Id make much below a 
700. Even hardened cynics are shocked to 
learn that the average SAT score for all the 
black males on athletic scholarships in 
America has consistently been in the high
600s range. The average for white male 
athletes has been in the mid-900s. 

The NCAA is beginning to panic because 
a $200,000 survey of 16,000 athletes, just 
released, shows that three-fourths of the 
black football players and six-sevenths of 
the black basketballers who, in 1982, re
ceived athletic scholarships at the nation's 
leading colleges and universities, would 
now be ineligible for freshman-year play. 
(So would a significant minority of white 
athletes.) 

In the past, scholarship athletes have got
ten around the stupidity problem by taking 
ultra-light course loads during their fresh
man year, which, if continued, would re
quire six years for graduation. The reform
ers want to have the jocks studying instead 
of playing ball during that critical first year. 

Sadly, it looks like the NCAA Council 
will be modifying Proposition 48 at its con
vention in January. For a brief moment, 
some of us had antique visions of hand
some white scholar-athletes dancing in our 
heads. 
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ehollY' CBilderberger-

The NYPD is still searching the city's sewer system for 
Olive Garrity, the anthropologist who was shoved into an 
open manhole near Lincoln Center over a year ago. The 
shovers were fellow scientists angered by what they called 
her "malicious pleasure in denigrating Margaret Mead." 
Lieutenant Klaus O'Janovic of the NYPD has been in 
charge of the case from the start, and reports that his men 
haven't given up hope. "We think we hear her every so 
often," he says, "and we keep finding pages torn from the 
manuscript of the book she was writing about this Margaret 
Snead." An aide corrected him, and he said, with a depre
catory smile, "I mean Mead. Anyhow, we've come to the 
conclusion that maybe she's avoiding us. And with good 
reason, because if we find her she'll have to face the 
charges that have been filed against her." Columbia Uni
versity is the plaintiff in the case, which is backed by six ad 
hoc committees, a petition with 3,406 signatures of promi
nent anthropologists from universities across the country 
and around the world, and several full-page ads in the New 
York Times. Spokesdwarf Solipshe Sheetznap, the dynam
ic 3' 9 13/32" head of the Metropolitan Universities and 
Colleges Informational and Action Arm of Greater New 
York, is his usual direct self when he says, "If she comes out 
of that sewer, she'll wish she didn't when she finds out 
what we have in store for her." Despite the inability of the 
Sewer Task Force to fi nd Ms. Garrity, Lieutenant 0'Janovic 
reports that much else has been turned up. "I guess what 
they call evolution is really speeded up down there, be
cause you've got an animal that looks like a cross between 
a beaver and a llama. The beaver part can build dams 
and I mean big dams - and the llama part, with its long 
neck, can get air under the manholes when the conduits 
fill. Then you've got another animal about as big as a baby 
dolphin that can swim everywhere, and it's also got 
webbed feet like a duck for walking in the ooze when the 
flow is down. The wild dogs and the baboons have mated 
or something in certain areas, and that makes for a hell of 
an aminal. Of course, the main wildlife you see down there 
are those rats that are as big as basset hounds, and they 
don't crossbreed or evolve so much except that some of 
them are getting an outside layer of flexible plates like an 
armadillo, so how do we know how that happened? Come 
to think of it, maybe this Olive Garrity, because she's an 
anthropologist, is staying down there for scientific rea
sons." 

Latest addition to the Outdoor Racist's Gallery: in Istam
boul, Mississippi, a collection of statues put up by blacks to 
draw the world's attention to "racists in literature who are 
not usually thought of that way" is Henry James. Omerine 
Frannola, chief spokeswoman for the Gallery, explains his 
selection: "This man who white dilettantes and people of 

pretension and income who have their own way paid for 
from birth and are used to good sheets and never no way 
have had to cope with oversized cockroaches ... this man 
who white people like that are always reading about and 
saying, 'Oh, ain't it so Cloud 9 that this Big Man Mr. Henry 
James wrote all those delicate little goodies for us, oh, we 
be lapping them up like greens and caviar on Saturday 
night!', when the truth is that they are reading racism and 
not knowing it. Or maybe a lot worse, knowing it and not 
caring .... But how can they ignore it? This writer does 
not have one black character in all his books!! And we 
know that is the worst sort of racism because it is racism by 
omission. It is making blacks invisible, which goes against 
sense and optical science and just plain eyesight. If we are 
not visible, what is? Is not black a color? If anything, it is 
whites who are invisible because white is a color without 
much to it. You'd think some white would have noticed 
this flaw in Mr. James's work, but no one has. They just 
keep reading about this world without blacks and think it's 
some kind of normal. Mr. Henry James is the worst." 
Caroline Plimpton represents the Gallery in New York and, 
as usual, she went down to Istamboul (located not too far 
from Oxford, Mississippi) for the unveiling of Henry's sta
tue, and sent this report: "First of all, you have to get the 
flavor of Istamboul, a very sleepy little Mississippi town, 
not greatly changed over the years, 83% black. And this is 
black black, splendidly thick lips, attractively agape 
mouths, fabulously long canine teeth, old clothes, straw 
hats ... the place is definitely not crawling with Andy 
Youngs. Of course, the Gallery crowd is a bit different. 
amerine, very earnest, looks a bit like Cicely Tyson and is 
qu ite nice behind all her Church of the Risen and Fallen 
African Christ of Formerday Sinners syntax and vocabu
lary, as are the rest of the Gallery brass. Anyhow, the 
breathing heart of Istamboul is Martin Luther King Jr. 
Square, facing the turgid Ikoyassakakkomassa River, and 
home of the Outdoor Racist's Galery. Here stand the (until 
now) hidden racists of white literature, now joined by the 
sainted Henry. His statue is composed of old tires, so that 
he looks like the Michelin man, but rougher. The head, I 
am told proudly, was drenched in gasoline and then set 
afire, so that the rubber sort of ran together, creating a great 
blob of lava-like stuff, into which crude features lips, 
nose, eyes, what-have-you - made of painted wood have 
been set. Amazingly enough, it does convey the feeling of 
James rather heavy, portentious, with a touch of Roman 
emperor in the jowls - and is topped off with a sensational 
headgear made in what Omerine calls the 'homberger 
style of hate.' On a sheet of plywood leaning aga,inst the 
statue - really not an adequate word for this artifact, but 
what else is there? is painted, in extremely amateurish 
fashion: 'Henry James, bon vivanting racist and novelist 
and latterday band leader. Concealed his message of bigo-
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try in long sentences and big books, but did not fool all of 
the people some of the time. Just some of the people all of 
the time and none of the black brotherhood none of the 
time. Rest in hell with your head cradled in the Devil's hot 
arms and forced to listen to your own works read to you 
forever in a foreign language by a retarded honky kid with a 
cleft palate.' I brought down a couple of people from the 
Museum of Modern Art with me, and they're beside them
selves. Would like to mount the Gallery as a show, and put 
several statues in the permanent collection. Would like to 
move the whole town of Istamboul to New York and make 
it a rival museum of MaMA. Must run -- Omerine and I are 
having lunch at the Soul Soda Shop. Frightful place filled 
with flies and hideous dogs, and everything even the ice 
cream cones - tastes of chitlins and fatback. But Omerine 
has promised to explain Virginia Woolf (yet another racist!) 
to me, and I can't resist the prospect.·' 

In town: Baron Klaus von Leinsdorf, founder and head of 
Dunke/ster Afrika KG [Darkest Africa, Inc.], which he calls, 
"the ultimate in tour companies. We provide relaxation for 
German men and women who like to get away from Ger
many for pleasure in a warmer climate." The Baron es
tablished Dunke/ster Afrika some ten years ago, but had 
been thinking about it for a long time. "I always knew that 
German men and women were strongly attracted by Af
rica, but I didn't know how to capitalize on that fondness." 
Dunke/ster packages the tour: flight from any of several 
West German cities direct to Mombassa, Dar-Es-Salaam, 
Nairobi and other African cities; three-, five- and seven
day stays at "fairly comfortable hotels"; unlimited and 
prepaid access to African women, and men. "There is just 
something about blacks that Germans need," the Baron 
explains. "The German works too hard, he can't unwind 
sufficiently with his own kind. He needs the exotic, the 
foreign, the forbidden, strange odors, abasement, 'the 
whole trip,' as you say. I put him back in Stuttgart or 
Bremen refreshed, rested and ready for business and social 
and family life again." The Baron says that men were his 
on Iy customers for years. "Then some women who knew 
where their husbands were going came to me and asked, 
'Aren't you forgetting us?' Now, women make up 38.71% 
of our customers." The Baron has had no problems atthe 
African end. "Oh, my no. Those governments have such 
unemployment that they are most happy to put their young 
people to work." The Baron also feels he is doing a great 
and poetic service for his country. "When I see our 
planes taking off - by the hundreds now - on a weekend, 
I am reminded of the old days I spent in the Luftwaffe when 
our hearts were stirred by far less planes, if the truth be 
known, flying against England and other targets at dawn. 
But then we were flying for war, and now we fly for peace. 
And pleasure, of course." 

Our Man in Washington reports that the ultrasecret Forres
tal-Lenin Policy Implementation Committee is working 
closely with the administration to ensure the smooth flow 

of at least 5 million immigrants per year into the United 
States. "This includes the illegals as well as the legals," 
according to a topsecret Committee directive. The pro
gram is bipartisan, and has the strong if covert support of 
leaders in both parties. "We have to be seen worldwide as 
the good guys," according to the directive, "if we are to 
en joy an effective propaganda program contra the Rus
sians, whom we cast as the bad guys. To earn and wear our 
white hats it is essential that we are always lending a 
helping hand to the less fortunate guys. And with our 
delicately balanced policies in Central and South America, 
we must not take any steps to upset the perceived line of 
thinking and leaders and people in those countries. Also, 
we need several million new spenders per year to keep our 
internal economy operating smoothly and our GNP main
tained in an upward tilt." 

We were the first column in the country to call attention to 
a shop in Boston called Conspiracy, Inc., set up, according 
to its catalog, "to serve all your paranoid needs." We are 
now happy to report that Conspiracy, Inc., has a growing 
string of franchises across the country. "We are very big 
with Birchers and other right-wingers," reports Betty Har
greaves, head of PRo "And, of course, we can tailor con
spiracies to fit any preconceptions. We can, for instance, 
combine a conspiracy whereby the Council on Foreign 
Relations runs the country with a conspiracy in which the 
Communists have already taken over. We can blend sell
out at Yalta with buyout via the Marshall Plan. We can 
place Lenin in secret negotiations with Woodrow Wilson 
in Princeton in 1916 (he came by Italian submarine), and 
Franklin Roosevelt in Moscow in 1941 (spirited there in a 
British bomber) for a conference with Stalin. We can show 
how China was betrayed as early as 1905 (by the Secret 
Cabal of New York's 400, headed by Ward McAllister), 
and how powerful forces were out to smear General Doug
las MacArthur before World War II. We can offer convinc
ing proof that Huey Long was killed by the FBI because j. 
Edgar Hoover was working with Harry Bridges for control 
of the Mafia; and that jack Kennedy was killed by his 
brothers because he didn't want any of them to follow him 
as president. We are able to produce documents showing 
that the media savages Charles Lindbergh because he had 
spurned Eleanor Roosevelt's advances; and that Churchill 
instigated World War II because Goering had spurned his 
advances. When you come right down to it, there's nothing 
we can't prove. Of course, we won't touch conspiracies 
based on race or color, but other than that anything is 
possible." 

Correction: In the October 1984 column, Sam Bowie 
Crockett Johnson was identified as lithe Texas billionaire 
and self-styled 'He-coon racist of the entire Southwest.' " 
The description is of Sam's father, Jerold (Alamo) Jackson. 
Sam himself is quite different, as could be seen in the rest of 
the item, which detailed activities on his part that would be 
foreign to his father. Or that we think would be foreign. 
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle - John Nobull 


The merits of Carroll Quigley's Tragedy and Hope are by 
no means confined to his Round Table revelations. I regard 
his book as a masterly summing upofthe liberal position as 
it was in the 1960s, before liberals lost the initiative in the 
battle for the Western mind. Oh, to be sure, their ethos still 
controls the media, butthe liberals' supply oforiginal ideas 
has run out. All they can do now is prevent our ideas from 
being disseminated. Historically, this is a weak position to 
be in, however strong it still may seem. 

In one fundamental respect Quigley is dishonest. He 
deliberately plays down the role of the jews, and in this 
way makes much of recent history unintelligible. For ex
ample, he notes that an optimistic and scientific outlook, 
prevailing between 1860 and 1890, gave way to a more 
pessimistic and irrationalist point of view in the 
following period, the key figures of which were 
Freud, Sorel, Bergson and Proust (and, he might 
have added, Max Nordau). What he does not say is 
that of these only Sorel was a non-jew, and his 
attitudes were extremely ambivalent. He may have 
admired Lenin, but he did much to inspire Mus
solini's syndicalist ideas. 

Quigley is also somewhat muddled as regards 
political democracy, which rests, he says, on the 
following basis: (1) that men are relatively equal in 
their ability to understand and use power (which is 
obviously nonsense); (2) that they have relatively 
equal access to the information needed to make 
government decisions (such a claim being laugh
able in America and Britain); and (3) that men have 
a psychological readiness to accept majority rule in 
return for those civil rights which will allow any 
minority to built itself up to become a majority. This 
last point is crucial. It means that any minority may 
so strengthen its sense of cohesion that it may be
come the majority in time, but that the majority has 
no right to defend itself against this process by the 
same means. Enter Wilmot Robertson. 

Quigley was a weapons expert, and this gives an 
interesting twist to his historical approach. For ex
ample, he tells us that Third World governments are 
able to oppress their peoples because the latter are 
poor, and only the former can afford weapons. He 
might have added that in Switzerland sophisticated 
modern weapons are kept in private houses by the 
soldier-civilians. The contrast is stark. 

Quigley makes a direct equation between the growth of 
democracy ("representative government" would have 
been a more accurate expression) and the availability of 
weapons to ordinary folk. That was certainly the case in the 
American colonies during the 1770s, and Americans 
should make sure that it remains the case in the America of 
the 1980s. Again, Quigley draws a parallel between the 

ready availability of weapons in the Age of Pericles and in 
the 19th century, contrasting it with the military specialisa
tion of the Middle Ages. However, I would point to the 
victories of the relatively amateur English bowmen over 
the professional crossbowmen of Genoa (so prominent in 
the French armies). Also, it was not until towards the end of 
the 19th century that easy access to weapons was able to 
offset the large-scale armies which had originated at the 
time of the French Revolution. Quigley recounts how 
40,000 Boers held off ten times that number of British for 
three years. Right up to 1914, inflexibility in the matter of 
battle plans made mobilisation tantamount to a declara
tion of war (because big military movements initiated on 
one side of a frontier could only be "handled" by a similar 

response on the other side). Thus Quigley refers to 
"Russia's mobilisation which had precipitated the 
war" in that year. So much for the theory of Ger
many's sole responsibility. 

Quigley's analysis of World War I not only bene
fits from his practical interest in weaponry, strategy 
and tactics, but also from his knowledge of behind
the-scenes decisions of the higher-ups. Again and 
again he is able to shed interesting sidelights on the 
issues. Take this sentence: "On August 4th [1914] 
Britain declared war on Germany, emphasising the 
iniquity of her attack on Belgium, although in the 
Cabinet meeting ofJuly 29th it had been agreed that 
such an attack would not legally obligate Britain to 
go to war." The real reason, of course, was Britain's 
traditional stance in favour of a balance of power on 
the Continent, which would have been upset by the 
defeat of France, now that Germany was so much 
stronger than in 1 871. 

Quigley comes to the conclusion that, on bal
ance, there were more violations of international 
law by the Entente (France, Britain and Russia) than 
by the Central Powers. Especially interesting is the 
sinking of the Lusitania, which took place on May 
7th, 1915, but was used as a casus belli by President 
Wilson two years later. Not only was the ship carry
ing guns and ammunition, which made it a legiti
mate military target, but the percentage of Ameri
cans on board was 15.6%, not four-fifths, as 
claimed in the London Times. The greatest violation 
of international law was the continuation of the 
Allied blockade of Germany for nine months after 

the Armistice, which led to the deaths of 800,000 defence
less Germans by starvation, while 108,000 horses, 205, 
000 cattle, 426,000 sheep and 240,000 fowls were taken 
in reparations. To be sure, Quigley claims thatthe Treaty of 
Versailles was "more lenient than would have resulted 
from a German victory," but neither in 1871, 1917 nor 
1940, when the Germans were triumphant, did they show 
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anything like so much hostility towards the vanquished. 
Still, in dealing with the 1914-18 war, Quigley shows a 
balanced judgement. He records, for example, that the 
Balfour Declaration only provided a "home" for the Jews 
in Palestine, not a state. 

Quigley's observations on the interwar period continue 
to be interesting. Thus he emphasises the cruelty of the 
occupation of the Ruhr, which was hardly diminished by 
the fact that some Germans participated in the oppression 
and killing of their fellow countrymen. One point Quigley 
does make, however, is that the provisions of the Treaty of 
Versailles, which were intended to ruin Germany, had in 
some ways a contrary effect (as Keynes had predicted). The 
Germans were able to borrow almost unlimited sums from 
the United States, so that almost every village in Germany 
eventually boasted not only a post office but a swimming
pool. In 1932, when German war debt was hastily cut, 
All ied debt was not cut, so that England, also heavi Iy 
indebted, continued to suffer the full effects of her war 
borrowing. 

As an incidental detail, Quigley tells us that the Weimar 
flag was symbolic: gold for the Jews, red for socialists, and 
black for the Church. No wonder a flag with the same 
colours was reimposed on Germany after the Second 
World War! We are also told that the Reichstag fire plotters 
were homosexuals, and had a "degenerate moron" called 
Van der Lubbe with them. But the author tries to cover 
himself by saying that the circumstances are "still mysteri
ous" and by definitely implying that the Nazis were really 
responsible. 

Qu igley refers to the Nazi Party as "an aggregation of 
gangsters, neurotics, mercenaries, psychopaths, and mere
ly discontented, with a small minority of idealists." It is 
therefore extremely significant when he tells us that Na
tional Socialism (which he describes in great detail) was 
not totalitarian but only authoritarian, thus giving the lie to 
the old chestnut that there was nothing to choose between 
Nazism and Communism -- a line which was understand
ably effective after the Nazi-Soviet Pact. In addition, there 
is the following bald and incontrovertible statement: "Hit
ler demonstrated that his policies could bring prosperity to 
Germany." 

With regard to Austrians, it is worth remembering that 
the name they chose for the rump of their empire was 
"German Austria," though this name was expressly forbid
den by the Allies, as was also the much desired Anschluss 
with Germany. All subsequent political developments can 
only be seen as substitutes for what the Austrians had 
clearly and openly preferred. It is interesting that in the 
Carinthian plebiscite, the population of Klagenfurt, which 
was 68% Slovene, voted only 40% in favour of joining 
Yugoslavia. The Slovenes, who were Germanicised to a 
large extent by the Vandals, had -- and still have -- more in 
common with the Austrians than with the Serbs. (Even their 
language has over 600 words of Germanic origin.) Quigley 
describes the Austrian country people (so much more at
tractive than the Viennese) as "ignorant, intolerant, bel
ligerent and backward." He then goes on to admit that the 
socialists succeeded in building almost 60,000 dwellings 
in Vienna without any of the usual Viennese financial 
sku Iiduggery. 

Where Czechoslovakia is concerned, it is worth remem
bering Qu igley's remark that it was an "artificial" state, its 
population comprising 6 million Czechs, 3 million Slo
vaks, 3.4 million Germans, 750,000 Hungarians, 300,000 
Ruthenians and 100,000 Poles. It was hardly an ancient 
nation that Hitler dissolved in 1938. 

Quigley is predictably anti-fascist where Italy is con
cerned, but makes the valid point that Mussolini, for rea
sons of prestige, fixed the value of the lira too high, so that 
Italian trade stagnated. He might also have referred to the 
cardinal German economic error, brought out by Goering 
at Nuremberg: Nazis fixed food prices so low during the 
war that farmers failed to produce what they could have 
produced in a free market, and people went hungry on 
accou nt of the well-meant price controls. 

Apropos the Spanish Civil War, Quigley asserts that it is 
difficult to make an objective study without becoming 
open to abuse from both sides. However, he does not 
explain just who would have dared to accuse him of being 
biased against Franco at the time of writing. Clearly, this is 
a reference to the orchestrated, artificial outrage of one 
side only. It is also amusing to detect the obvious bias when 
he refers to the Communists as ready both to "eliminate" 
revolutionaries of the left and "exterminate" the reaction
aries of the right. 

His section on India is prefixed with what amounts to a 
defence of the British record. He points out that thuggee, 
infanticide, temple prostitution and child marriage were all 
suppressed by the British, and that in 1858 only 1% of the 
population could read, a situation which soon changed 
under direct British control (as opposed to that of the East 
India Company). The charge he might have made -- that 
British humanitarianism was responsible for an enormous 
increase in population, which could not be maintained by 
the economy -- is inconceivable to a liberal mind. But even 
St. Gandhi, a latter-day Rousseau in diapers, is brought to 
task for his hypocrisy. He "never seemed to recognise that 
his fasting and non-violent civil disobedience were effec
tive against the British in India and South Africa only to the 
degree that the British had the qualities of humanity, de
cency, generosity, and fair play which he most admired 
[and] that by attacking the British through these virtues he 
was weakening Britain and the class which possessed 
these virtues and making it more likely that they would be 
replaced by nations and leaders that did not have these 
virtues." As Gandhi himself said: "I fasted to reform those 
who loved me" -- and Quigley comments, "You cannot 
fast against a tyrant." Quigley mentions in passing the 379 
people killed by General Dyer at Amritsar in 1919, a figure 
that has now been ecl ipsed by the death toll of over 1,000 
killed in the same city by the troops of the late Mrs. Gandhi 
(no relation). Quigley also makes it clear that Gandhi was 
against the use of Western languages, yet made constant 
use of English, was against Western medicine, yet engaged 
a Western surgeon to remove his appendix, was against 
Western technology, yet allowed hand-woven cloth to be 
sewn on Singer sewing machines, was against war and 
violence, yet countenanced the excesses of his rioting 
followers. In one sense, he was like the League of Nations, 
which outlawed war, with the result that nations began to 
wage war without declaring it, and without observing the 
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terms of the Geneva Convention. cause the imposition of land taxes forced them to obtain 
One judgement of Quigley in favour of the African the white man's money in the only way they could -- by 

natives, both in Kenya and South Africa, strikes me as competing with the white working class. 
worthy of record. They left their reserves, not merely be
cause these were inadequate to support their growing pop (To be continued) 
ulation (given their subsistence farming methods) but be-

Did any Instaurationists catch the Southern Governors' 
Conference on PBS? What a sorry ~ymposium! Here are 
some of the(:hoice mouthings from the attendees which, in 
addition to state bosses, included such political jetsetters 
as Andrew Young, Commissar of Atlanta, Haynes johnson 
of the Washington Post and Vernon jordan, the blonde
chasing head of the Urban League. 

MARK WHITE (Texas): "Civil rights" is the "number one 
agenda item fortoday's Southern governors." 

LAMAR ALEXANDER (Tennes
see, one of the two Republ ican 
governors): "[Nlot court orders, 
but education, is the solution." 
Republican-appointed federal 
judges, like Tuttle and Wisdom, 
were "almost more responsible 
for the civi I rights [revolution] 
than anyone else." "Carter carried 
the Confederate counties [in Ten
nessee in 1980], Reagan carried 
the Union area -- [while] Carter 
got nearly all the blacks .... Re

publicans and blacks in the South haven't worked well 
together .... [Howard] Baker and I ... were Republicans 
because of the Union." "Quality education" and "more 
black role models" wou Id solve the race problem. 

BOB GRAHAM (Florida): The Sunshine State's tougher 
standards for high-school graduation are "not racist" in 
intent. The black problem in Florida is due to the "lack of a 
black middle class ... up until the 1950s." "I'm very im
pressed with what's happening in Atlanta." 

Lamar Alexander 

CHARLES ROBB (Virginia): 
"White, Anglo-Saxon Protestant 
males" should not be selected for 
any position "merely because 
they are the best qualified." We 
must be carefu I about "eradicat
ing the traditional all-black col
leges" [while integrating all-white 
colleges] . 

ANDREW YOUNG: Eisenhow
er's judges "had the fi nest record" 
and it was "one of the ironies" that 
GOP appointees "made possible Charles Robb 

the civil rights progress." In Georgia "almost nobody can 
get elected if they appeal to only one group." Polarization, 
thanks to Reagan, is "not so much racial but economic." 
"A nice, Anglo-Saxon mindset" is favored by the racist 
academicians. We need "integration at the administrative 
and decision-making level .... Integration should also be 
pre-kindergarten." "Cultural integration" is the next step 
in civil rights. "I think the South is far ahead of the rest of 
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the country." "Integrate the money ... the access to capi
tal ... use the power of the state to make sure private 
banks make loans available." 

VERNON JORDAN: "I am for busing any way it takes to 
do it." Busing is "indispensable" to civil rights along with 
"goals and guidelines and timetables." "We do want to 
maintain our all-black schools." 

MARTHA COLLINS (Kentucky, the one female govern
or): I want "goals" with "definite dates." 

DICK RILEY (South Carolina): Jesse jackson's campaign 
had been "very positive." 

JOE FRANK HARRIS (Georgia): Federal funds are "in
adequate." "I didn't need to talk very much [for Georgia] 
since Andy Young was doing such a great job of it." 

* * * 
Public television paid Seymour M. Hersh, the former star 

reporter of the New York Times, a large sum to produce a 
one-hour documentary for its "Frontline" series this fall. 
The subject: systematic Israeli penetration of the U.S. De
fense Department. Hersh soon realized that he was onto an 
illegal cover-up far larger than anything seen in his days 
investigating Watergate, Vietnam and the CIA. A Capitol 
Hill source close to The Spotlight, who served as one of 
Hersh's guides across the murky Pentagon terrain, reported 
having heard Hersh exclaim one day over lunch; "This is 
dynamite. It's satanic stuff." Other sources confirmed the 
story. 



Hersh quickly ran up against a stone wall of fear. Almost 
everyone he spoke to provided his quota of dirt on the 
subject of Israeli-American dual loyalists in high places, 
yet almost no one wished to be quoted "for the record./I A 
rare exception was Michael Saba, whose new book, The 
Armageddon Network, highly touted by former Congress
man Paul Findley, deals with the espionage activities of 
men like Stephen D. Bryen, whom President Reagan ap
pointed to a top Defense Department post after the well
documented exposure of his duplicity. Published in No
vember by Amana Books, Saba's opus is available in pap
erback for $9.95 from Liberty Lobby, 300 Independence 

Ave., S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003. 
The fi nal blow for Hersh -- and the American people -

came in early September when PBS succumbed to unpre
cedented pressure from the Israeli lobby and killed what 
wou Id have been the blockbuster program of its fall sea
son. 

What the PBS audience got was Abba Eban with his 
lavishly laundered version of what Jews have been up to for 
3,000 years. What the PBS audience didn't get was Sey
mour Hersh with his frank portrayal of what Jews are up to 
right now. 

Some 10 million Soviet citizens died in 
the first seven years of Stalin's rule (1929
1936) as a result of the forced collectiviza
tion of agriculture and the "elimination of 
classes./I In 1937-38, the era of the Great 
Purge, some 1.4 million (plus or minus 0.2 
million), most of them Communist Party 
members and bureaucrats, were liquidat
ed. In 1939-40, in the continuation of the 
Purge, which now reached into the Army, 
and including the death toll in the war 
against Finland, 1.8 million (plus or minus 
0.2 million) Soviet citizens died. In World 
War II and its aftermath (1941-50), 30 mil
lion (plus or minus 0.2 million) died 20 
million in battle, 10 million in the Gulags 
and as a result of malnutrition and other 
forms of deprivation. In 1950-54 (Stalin 
died in 1953) some 450,000 (plus or minus 
150,000) expired in slave labor camps. 
These figures are taken from a 46-page 
samisdat by Josef Dyadkin, a Soviet geo
physicist. Altogether he estimates that from 
43 to 52 million died in the USSR from 
unnatural causes during the reign of Joseph 
Stalin. 

# 

Nearly 8 million men in America live 
alone twice as many as in 1970. In 1982 
almost 12% of women and 17% of men, 
aged 30-34, had never married. 

# 

A spot inspection of cargo at Port Ever
glades in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, late last 
year turned up a cache of 12,000 used rifles 
stacked in huge shipping containers. The 
unregistered weapons, with a resale value 
of nearly $1 million, were in transit from 
Eagle, Ltd., of Ashdod, Israel, to Shiran En
vironment, Trade and Service of Santo 
Damos, Guatemala. The involvement of 
two foreign firms made the likelihood of 
arrests "pretty slim," according to special 
customs agent Leon Guinn. Hopefully, spot 
checks of Israeli vessels will now be less 
spotty. 

Alcoholics are estimated to comprise 8
10% of the American population. The fig
ure is 14-16% for blacks, who suffer from 
cirrhosis of the liver at a rate 12 times high
er than non-blacks. Fifth of the top 10 
causes of Indian deaths is alcoholism. His
panic males are "second only to American 
Indians in alcohol-related problems," 
states the National Institute on Alcohol 
Abuse and Alcoholism. About one-third of 
all homos in urban areas are alcoholics; 
about 25-30% of all lesbians. 

# 

The United Jewish Appeal raised $640 
million in its 1984 campaign. In 1982 the 
Red Cross could only come up with $630.7 
million. 

# 

In the 1972, 1976 and 1980 presidential 
elections over 90% of all eligible Jews reg
istered and over 90% of those voted. 

# 

A recent poll of 1,000 Austrians indicat
ed that 25% are anti-Semitic, 25% had 
some negative images of Jews, and 35% 
exhibited "mildly" anti-Semitic attitudes. 
Only 15% could be designated as free of 
anti-Semitic prejudice. 

# 

Anti-Semitism may start as early as 7 
months of age, according to Dr. Peter Neu
bauer, a child psychoanalyst. "Normal de
velopment demands that the infant bond 
with those who love him most by distin
guishing and turning away from strangers. 
This stage prepares the soil for attitudes 
toward strangers that will come later in 
life." 

# 

Homosexual child molesters rack up an 
average of 255 victims during their lifetime; 
heterosexual child molesters 24 victims. 

Israel sent a delegation of 56 to Los Ange
les for the Olympic Games -- 38 athletes, 
12 coaches, 6 officials -- all of whom were 
feted lavishly by the Beverly Hills commun
ity. Not one Israeli got even close to win
ning a medal. 

# 

To finance their election campaigns in 
1982, 61 congressmen raised at least 
$100,000 more than they spent. A few took 
the balance for their personal use. 

# 

A British poll published in the Guardian 
(June 20, 1984) showed that Israel was one 
of the least popu lar nations in British pu bl ic 
opinion. 33% of the poll respondents 
looked on Israel unfavorably. On popular
ity ratings, Switzerland won with 76% fav
orable; Sweden 73%, West Germany 55% 
and the U.S. 45%. Israel's final rating was 
less than 1 %, slightly ahead of Libya, the 
USSR and Iran. 

# 

2,540 firms participate in the Small Busi
ness Administration's program for minority 
businesses. 1,493 are black firms; 72 Puer
to Rican; 146 American Indian; 526 His
panic; 129 Asian, 5 Eskimo/Aleut; 54 
Other. Among the "Other" are several bus
inesses owned by Hasidic Jews. Japanese 
and Chinese (Asians) are some of the most 
affluent American population groups, and 
Jews are the most affluent. No companies 
owned by white Appalachians are allowed 
to join the SBA's minority program, which 
unconstitutionally hands out federal con
tracts set aside for minority groups. 

# 

In 1973 there were 5 Arab banks in Lon
don; in 1984,40. 

# 

The Church of England has investments 
of £ 1 million or more in 98 British com
panies, the largest being £22.3 million in 
Shell, £16.6 million in Unilever and £14.3 
million in Marks and Spencer. Altogether, 
the Church has a £604 million stock port
folio and a £905 million property portfolio. 
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Hitchhiker Daniel Henning was shot to 
death by brothers BARRY and WILLIAM 
CALHOUN in October 1980, one of three 
victims of similar incidents in Baltimore 
County, Maryland, at about that time. In a 
decision last March, the Maryland Court of 
Appeals ruled six to one that Barry Calhoun 
must be released from his sentence of life 
plus 20 years, and may not be retried, be
cause Maryland law requires that defen
dants be brought to trial withi n 180 days of 
their arraignments, and his prosecutors 
missed the deadline. 

At the founding conference of the John 
Birch Society in the 1950s, the distin
guished white Gentiles on hand privately 
agreed, without significant dissent, that the 
Jewish minority group lay at the bottom of 
many of America's gravest problems. Yet it 
wasn't long before those Birchers who 
were willing to speak publicly about the 
Jewish problem were driven from the or
ganization, while Jewish dual-loyalists 
were hired as some of its leading spokes
men. One of these was ALAN STANG, who 
recently characterized the mestizo hordes 
overrunning our Southwest as "a new con
servative force among us." Here is a part of 
what Stang had to tell his rich-little-old
ladies audience about subversion, in Amer
ican Opinion magazine: 

More than two-thirds of the kindergarten 
children in Los Angeles now have Span
ish names. This inevitably will transform 
our nation, a change that might not be as 
bad as you think. After all, the gringos 
have mucked our country up something 
fierce, haven't they? The conspiracy of 
support for world Communism coming 
out of our money centers is gringo from 
its Sassoon hairdo to the tips of its Cucci 
shoes. Fresh resistance to the old guard 
could be just what we need. 

Stang went on to explain that the wettest 
wetbacks are often "more patriotic" than 
the most unhyphenated of old-stock Amer
icans. 

Last January, MRS. MICHELLE MELECIO 
asked the city council of Santa Ana, Cali
fornia, to help her drive drug dealers and 
prostitutes out of her neighborhood. She 
eventually became the leader of a local 
community patrol group, and provided po
lice with information leading to several ar
rests. On July 23, Mrs. Melecio and her 
husband BERNABE were arrested and 
charged with having sold undercover offi
cers heroin and cocaine on six occasions. 
Apparently she had been trying to elimi
nate her competition. 
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ANTHONY ALVARADO, the "charis
matic" chancellor of the nation's largest 
school system, has recently been em
broiled in an ugly financial scandal. So the 
New York Daily News decided to investi
gate his professional past. It was easily de
termined that Alvarado's "spectacular" 
record as superintendent of East Harlem's 
School District 4 was largely faked. For 
example, in 1979, only 17% ofthe students 
at Junior High School 99 were reading at 
grade level: by 1983,65% were. The infi
nitely stupid and/or venal press persists in 
reporting such impossible "miracles" as 
truth; it happens in every major city. In this 
case, the true truth was that the test scores 
of about 300 el ite students from outside the 
district were improperly transferred to JHS 
99 and other local schools. 

Chicago mayor HAROLD WASHING
TON says he "Iooked all over the country" 
for someone to be his cultural affairs com
missioner. He came up with FRED FINE, 
who, after four years on the lam, was con
victed in 1956 of advocating the violent 
overthrow of the u.s. government and its 
replacement with Leninism. But the con
viction was later overturned because of an 
Earl Warren Supreme Court ruling that such 
teachings are not illegal unless it can be 
proven that the defendant urged immediate 
action. "First-rate individual," said Hiz
zoner of Fine. "Best of breed ... the finest 
for the job." 

When Drysdale Securities Corporation 
collapsed in 1982, financial institutions 
and individual investors lost more than 
$300 million in the ensuing Wall Street 
crisis. Behind the bust was JOSEPH OS
SORIO, owner and chairman of Drysdale, 
who "looted and ultimately ruined" the 
company in a series of frauds. In eight 
years, Drysdale's overseas customers were 
bilked and milked out of $10 million to 
help pay for Ossorio's spectacular lifestyle. 
Federal judge MORRIS LASKER let the 
bum off with an eight-year sentence, but he 
faces up to 18 more on additional charges. 

SIDNEY EMRICH and JOE WANDER of 
Manhattan were led away in handcuffs last 
April 24, fingered as the ringleaders of an 
enormous scam which sold worthless Alas
kan oil leases to naive investors. Holdings 
which federal reports had identified as oil
less, and whose leases consequently went 
for $ 1 per acre on the government market, 
were subleased by Emrich and his eight 
fast-talking cronies at exorbitant rates. 

Larry Baugh of Irving, Texas, is no ad
mirer of TV evangelist JIMMY SWAG
GART. His mother, Ida, 70, was stabbed 
repeatedly in the face last December 10 
with a pair of scissors, and died two days 
later without regaining consciousness. The 
culprit was housekeeper JACQUELINE 
EUNA WARREN (race unspecified), who 
had been hired at the recommendation of 
two Swaggart representatives. A few days 
later Ida Baugh's husband Maurice under
standably succumbed to his heart ailment. 
All that Larry Baugh had left was his par
ents' will. But no, those same Swaggart em
issaries, GERALD JOHNSON and MARIO 
SCORZZA, had also persuaded the senior 
Baughs to change their will, and Larry was 
eventually forced to settle for a pittance. 

"Don't hurt me any more," pleaded 65
year-old Columbia University law profes
sor Wolfgang Friedman, as three black 
punks kept stabbing away at him. Hefinally 
expired, and STEVE ROBINSON pleaded 
guilty. Now, barely a decade later, Robin
son is making $21,000 per year as a coun
selor at the prison on New York's Riker's 
Island. His brother, QUASLIM INHAM, 
makes $67,000 per year as a warden, and 
Inham's wife, EVELYN BRIDGES, with a 
felony record herself, makes $37,000 per 
year as an assistant commissioner. All three 
work in the same department. But another 
brother of Robinson's, DAVID, who 
helped him slice up Prof. Friedman, has yet 
to cash in on his family connections. 

Minneapolis has a new and highly artifi
cial black elite, which has experienced 
some difficulty in surrendering its folkways. 
Take the case of LAWRENCE LEE LAMB
KINS. His former sister-in-law, Pamela 
Alexander, is a municipal judge, while his 
live-in girlfriend, O.J. SILAS, is director of 
the Hennepin County Affirmative Action 
office. Lambkins embarrassed both women 
last spring when Judge Alexander's brace
let and gold ring turned up on the hands of 
two "equal employment specialists" in Si
las's office. Lambkins had recently pilfered 
$15,500 in goods from the Alexander 
home, and hawked his hot merchandise 
among some of the brothers and sisters who 
staff the Twin Cities' "human betterment 
industry." 

ERIC WASHINGTON, who once played 
pro football for the Cardinals, was named 
in 1975 to head the St. Louis Area Business 
Management Fellowship Program for the 
National Alliance of Businessmen. More 
recently, he gave up public relations for 
bank robbery. When the FBI showed up at 
his home earlier this year, he barricaded 
the door and shot himself. 



The number of black athletes around the 
country who have been guilty of sexual 
crimes is reminiscent of an AIDS body 
cou nt. The worst of the enti re lot may be 
THOMAS (HOLLYWOOD) HENDER
SON, who starred on the Dallas Cowboys' 
Super Bowl teams of 1976, '78 and '79. 
Henderson recently pleaded no contest to 
four charges stemming from an incident 
last November in which he forced a teen
aged quadriplegic and another girl to have 
sex with him. Afterthe gunpoint assault, he 
drugged the pair, and later offered a 
$ 10,000 bribe to stop them from testifying. 

What should be done with DANIEL 
YOUNG, the Negro who drove his car onto 
a crowded Los Angeles sidewalk on the eve 
of the Olympic Games, killing one and in
juring 53? A life sentence? The electric 
chair? Mrs. Irwin Deutsch, the aunt of Ei
leen, the 15-year-old girl who died under 
Young's wheels, goes a step further. "The 
death penalty isn't enough. They should 
bring back torture." Paradoxical words 
from a member of the race which bears 
much of the responsibility for the elimina
tion of capital punishment and for the in
doctrination of hatred and revenge into the 
heads of the likes of Young. 

Chief of the legal staff of the Mondale
Ferraro vote-begging caravan was DAVID 
IFSHIN, who visited Hanoi at the invitation 
of the Vietnamese Reds in the early 1970s, 
where he signed the famous "Peoples' 
Peace Treaty," which made very good 
propaganda for Uncle Ho's boys. Ezra 
Pound was put in an iron cage in Pisa and a 
loony bin in Washington for aiding and 
abetting a country with which the U.s. was 
at war.lfshin was rewarded with a high post 
in Fritz's fizzling campaign. 

Sandra Crane, a pretty blonde secretary 
for a Wall Street brokerage firm, who was 
engaged and about to be married, made the 
mistake of riding in the cab of IVEN WICK· 
HAM. The 56-year-old black man pursued 
her after she left his cab and knocked her 
down on the sidewalk, knocked her so hard 
she suffered a fractured skull and died. 
"Nothing racial," one gathered from press 
accounts. 

Appreciative homosexuals staged a male 
strip-show benefit for Democratic Senate 
candidate LLOYD DOGGETT in San An
tonio late last summer. More than $350 
was raised amid delirious cries of "take it 
off." The liberal Doggett elected to return 
the money, but still lost the election to 
Democrat-turned-Republican Phil Gramm 
-- whose wife is Oriental. 

Conservative fundraiser ALAN GOTT
LIEB, now serving a one-year sentence for 
tax-dodging in a Washington state jail, is 
being sued by seven former employees of 
his Second Amendment Foundation, one 
of the largest pro-gun groups, for diverting 
the foundation's money to his personal use. 
Gottlieb still heads the Citizens Committee 
for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms and the 
Center for the Defense of Free Enterprise, 
both of which organizations he will no 
doubt continue to use to chivy more money 
out of naive rightwingers. While in durance 
vi Ie, the conservative con artist is drawing a 
$24,000 annual salary from the Second 
Amendment Foundation. 

A bunch of DISSIDENTS from Soviet 
Georgia have been arrested for a massive 
counterfeiting scam in Brooklyn and Israel. 
They had already printed $13 million in 
bogus bills and had enough paper to print 
$100 million more. All the culprits were 
Jews, though this was omitted in the wire 
service reports. The Jewish identification is 
seldom mentioned when Soviet refuseniks 
do bad things, but frequently mentioned on 
the rare occasions they do good things. 

·f 

CARMEN PEREZ is a perfect symbol of 
the modern Democratic Party, which ex
plicitly rewards alien law-breakers while 
implicitly penalizing the nation's law-abid
ing "old stock" by denying it a future exis
tence. Carmen was the woman who led the 
Democratic convention delegates in recit
ing the Pledge of Allegiance. Pinned to her 
dress was a yellow corsage bearing a mes
sage from her 10 brothers and sisters: "This 
is the reason our mother swam across the 
river." Her mother, MARIA ORNELAS, 
now 89, broke the law 80 years ago by 
illegally crossing the Rio Grande. One 
wonders if her grandchildren number in 
triple digits. 

JOHNNY JONES was Dade County's 
school superintendent until his "unfortu
nate" conviction for grand theft in 1980. 
Even more "regrettable" was his crashing 
his car into a Miami home in November 
and killing a sleeping six-year-old. 

CLEORIA WATTS, 39, was a black Chi
cagoan with a long record of convictions 
for assorted rapes, murders, robberies and 
the like. On September 22, 1983, he was 
paroled after serving 40% of his latest sen
tence. Precisely two months later, he was 
gunned down by police in the streets of 
suburban Oak Park after he had attacked a 
couple in their home and dragged the wo
man naked through the streets. Before he 
died, he shot a cop in the abdomen. 

It's only inevitable that homosexuality 
would infiltrate religion, especially those 
faiths whose priests are enjOined to prac
tice celibacy. Accordingly, the sexual pref
erences of the Catholic priesthood and the 
occupants of nunneries have always been 
somewhat suspect. This suspicion came 
out in the open recently during a flap over a 
new biography of Cardinal Spellman, the 
late Archbishopof New York. Some people 
who knew Spellman think that the allega
tions in the original draft of The American 
Pope: The Life and Times of Francis Cardi
nal Spellman by John Cooney were spuri
ous and dreamed up to pander to liberals 
and Jews who have never forgiven the 
Cardinal for his defense of Joe McCarthy, 
his support of the CIA and FBI, and his 
attempts to undermine John F. Kennedy's 
presidential campaign. Two men, how
ever, have stepped forward and claimed to 
have had separate sexual encounters with 
Spellman. Editor-in-chief JONATHAN 
SEGAL of Times Books, the publisher, after 
having sent out the galleys to newspapers 
for advance reviews, decided to print the 
book without the four pages of allegations 
about the Cardinal's homosexuality. The 
point had been made -- and the publicity 
had been reaped. 

The ZACCAROS of Queens (the Bunker
land of the late, unlamented Norman Lear 
sitcom) have publicly identified not with 
Archie but with Edith. But did Edith have a 
$400,000 home in the restricted Queens 
enclave of Forest Hills, which is populated 
mainly by Jews? Did Edith have a $200,000 
condominium in St. Croix in the Virgin Is
lands? Did Edith have a $195,000 summer 
retreat on Fire Island on the south shore of 
Long Guyland? If Edith had borrowed 
$110,000 illegally from Archie for a politi
cal campaign, if Archie had "lifted" money 
from a trust account and if Edith and Archie 
had neglected to pay $50,000 in income 
taxes for several years, they would both 
probably be languishing in prison, where 
John and Geraldine are not. 

Having seen America's racial composi
tion transformed during her lifetime, Claire 
Booth Luce finally voiced her profound 
concern in a magazine interview in 1983. 
She would have felt "right at home" at the 
YWCA's Women of the Year ceremony 
held in Washington last spring. Unable to 
attend because of illness, Luce missed a 
chance to be ethnically outnumbered by 
fellow honorees MARY FRANCES BERRY 
(black), PATRICIA ROBERTS HARRIS 
(black) and KATHERINE ORTEGA. The 
only other Majority member honored was 
Navy Commodore Grace Murray Hopper, 
who, at 77, is almost as old as Luce, and 
right out of The Beverly Hillbillies. The min
ority choices were, of course, much 
younger. 
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Canada. An investigation made by the 
United Church, Canada's largest Protestant 
denomination, has revealed that at least 
half of its younger female employees have 
been sexually harassed by clergymen or 
other church officials. The total number of 
female staff members and female ministers 
surveyed was 350, and four of the latter 
reported rapes or attempted rapes. 

Most of the sexual botherment came in 
the mi Ider form of rude or lewd remarks 
about the women's bodies, touching and 
pinching, and the like. One woman official 
in the church speculated that many male 
clergy resent the growing number of wo
men moving into their traditionally mascu
line domain and are responding with har
assment. 

* * * 

The number of cases of infectious syph
ilis in Edmonton has been rocketing up
ward for a year or two. Seventy percent of 
the male victims picked up the disease from 
Metis Indian women in the city's Skid Row 
neighborhood. 

As director of Alberta's social hygiene 
services, Dr. Barbara Romanowski had a 
clear duty to warn local residents against 
the Skid Row Indians. So she did -- and the 
Indian leaders at once began accusing her 
of "blatant racism." 

* * * 

Richard j. Doyle had a brave column in 
the Toronto Globe and Mail last July. In 
noting the one-hundredth anniversary of 
filmmaker D.W. Griffith's birth, he pon
dered how Canada's censors would treat 
his classic work, The Birth of a Nation, 
today. 

"How," Doyle asked, "would Israel 
Ludwig respond" to a modern version of 
the film? Ludwig, who is chairman of the 
race relations committee of a monstrosity 
called the Canadian Consultative Council 
on Multiculturalism, recently told a federal 
conference in Vancouver that America's 
historic obsession with freedom of speech 
for all must not be repeated in Canada. 

Noted Doyle: "It {The Birth of a Nation] 
was sympathetic to the Klan then. And so it 
remains." (perhaps he also noted that 
Woodrow Wilson, who was a liberal his
torian at Princeton University before be
coming President, once said that the film 
was completely accurate. If so, the editor 
thoughtfully deleted that portion of his re
marks.) 

Real freedom is anchored upon knowl
edge, Doyle concluded. "Lord save us from 
those who are trying to save us from our
selves." The "salvation" of white Canada 
is, one might add, a wildly charitable as
sessment of Israel Ludwig's motives. 
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* * * 
More nice Jewish people who "only 

want to save Canadians" are hard at work 
in the library racket. Judith Saltman teaches 
"literature for youth" at the University of 
British Columbia. She says it is "frighten
ing" that Canadian girls are again reading 
romantic novels which pass on WASP val
ues from the "insensitive" 1950s. Sheila 
Egoff, who teaches the same subject at the 
same institution, is no less worried because 
boys are reading stuff like Conan the Bar
barian, "a pseudo-scientific series about a 
macho hero who is racist and everything 
else." She concludes that "it may be better 
for teenagers to read nothing at all." 

Vancouver Sun reporter Douglas Todd, 
who has mastered all the anti-WASP code 
words guaranteed to keep him upwardly 
mobile, supports Saltman's attack on pro
Majority-female easy-reading material: 
"The squeaky-clean [romantic] plots virtu
ally always end with a Caucasian, middle
class girl united with the boy of her formu
laic dreams." 

After an intense debate, says Vancouver 
public librarian Terry Clark, a few token 
Conan volutir1es have been allowed onto 
the shelves. But the authorities would pre
fer that youngsters return to the "classics" -
great books like J.D. Salinger's squeaky-dir
ty cult favorite, Catcher in the Rye, which 
boot-licking reporter Douglas Todd hearti
Iyendorses. 

Iceland. The American left wing re
ceived a good dose of tru Iy su bversive sen
timents recently: 

The reason the Vikings did not get the 
credit [for individual liberty] is that the 
nouveau riche [American] founding fa
thers in their powdered wigs were en
amored with Greco-Roman "civiliza
tion" even though the Greeks and Ro
mans had been running sleazy feudal 
fiefdoms for 1,300 years while the Vik
ings of Iceland and Scandinavia had 
been practicing elective democracy. 

A good argument can be made that the 
"Cradle of Western Civilization" was not 
in the patriarchal wastes of Egypt and 
Mesopotamia, but in the "barbarous" 
frozen northland where megalithic 
tombs and Stonehenge were built ages 
before the dusty pyramids. It is all an 
amusing revision of history ... . 

And the United States ... [today] is as 
much as 70% "Viking" (30% from the 
British Isles not counting Ireland, 15% 
from Scandinavia, 25% from Poland, 
Germany and Baltic Russia). 

The unlikely source of the preceding was 
an article about Iceland in the August-Sep
tember issue of Mother Jones. There, be
tween the usual articles praising the love 
letters of Emma Goldman and the Ciceron

ian intonations of jesse Jackson, was a frank 
admission by author Steve Chapple that 
Scandinavian society functions far better, 
in most respects, than our own. The expla
nations repeatedly given were three -
smail size, ethnic homogeneity, lack of re
cent immigrants (in the case of Iceland). 

Chapple's one grave fault, besides his 
racial reticence, was frequent lapses into 
silliness. Apparently, the "man-child" 
members of the white New Left demand a 
fundamental lack of seriousness from their 
writers, and will turn in scorn from any 
white person who dares to take himself 
more seriously than Mel Brooks for more 
than a few paragraphs at a time. Thus, in the 
quotation cited above, Chapple (or some 
dopey editor) felt the compulsion to 
include the sentence, lilt is all an amusing 
revision of history." Why "amusing"? 
When blacks and Jews bring forth their 
grievances, it is deadly serious. Is Chapple 
unaware of the cohorts of white writers and 
artists who, in this century, have suffered 
lifelong ignominy because they more 
forcefully and articulately bore the same 
message he brings? 

But there are far better examples of 
Chapple's tragic failure to comprehend the 
full import of things which he has quite 
casually stumbled onto. At the end of his 
article, he bemoans the fact that his native 
Montana is not independent like Iceland, 
that it will in turn be ravaged like the rest of 
America before it. "Were we all Icelanders 
...." he sighs. But then he concludes 
quite happily to all appearances -- "We've 
still got Animal House"! Elsewhere, he 
writes that his ancestors are "believed to 
have come from the Galapagos Islands" 
(which, of course, were uninhabited by 
man). How's that for pride? He praises 
America's sorely neglected "Viking her
itage," then joshingly asks, "Does this 
mean we should cultivate (or recultivate) a 
taste for fermented shark buried in the 
ground? Fermented shark is a national dish 
of Iceland." 

Really, Steve, when a young American 
black writes in Mother Jones about his Afri
can heritage, does he conclude with throw
away, court-jester lines like that? No, he 
demands (rightfully) that young blacks be 
taught about their forebears and " unite to 
achieve the pan-African destiny" or some 
other equally positive note. Chapple even 
states that the very rootlessness of "rapa
cious immigrants like Rockefeller, Carne
gie, Guggenheim and Pullman" is the force 
which endangers nativist places like Mon
tana today. The answer, it would seem, is 
roots -- especially for the white Majority. 

Just saying that "Iceland is a society that 
is relatively classless because it was always 
relatively classless" or noting that in Ice
land butchers and fi Immakers think and act 
on the same high level, is not enough. 
Blacks everywhere relish their "soul," Jews 
prize their "chosenness." It is obvious that 
Nordics, when they live in purely Nordic 



settings, exhibit some marvelous and 
unique collective traits of their own. Ac
cording to Chapple: 

• Icelanders are great weekend "party 
hounds," yet there are never fights, never 
broken bottles, never litter, as in the Brit
ish Isles, where a feisty element of indig
eneous Mediterraneans is present. 

• Icelandic children "generally know 
four languages by the time they leave 
schooL" Women enjoy a high status -- as 
they always have. Everyone looks out for 
one another. "Law" is a Viking word -
and the law here is still respected. 

• The women here all "look like they 
come from the cover of Vogue, " as Dan 
Rather once reported on TV's 60 Min
utes. President Vigdis Finnbogadottir 
looks, says Chapple, "like a Viking Cath
erine Deneuve." 

• Judeo-Christianity never really took 
root here. Conversion was enforced by 
the sword (of Norway) about the year 
1000, but the native priests always de
lighted in transgressi ng the ru les of cel i
bacy. Today, the people still lead a heal
thy, crime-free, guilt-free existence. 

It is time for young writers like Steve 
Chapple to firmly decline the cap-and-bells 
role when discussing their own people. 
Nordics are now fighting for their existence 
on a global scale. Food fights and toga par
ties led by sleazy, bottle-smashing Alban
ians like John Belushi will get us exactly 
where they got John Belushi. 

Britain. After the recent reshuffling, Mag
gie Thatcher's cabinet now includes four 
Jews. Private Eye noted, "At last we seem to 
be moving into the 20th century." The 
newest Jewish cabinet member is David 
Young, the brother of Stuart Young, who 
heads up the BBC. David, formerly boss of 
the Manpower Services Commission, has 
been appointed to the rarefied but influen
tial post of Privy Counsellor and will soon 
be ennobled, probably as Lord Young of 
Stafford. David started out in politics as the 
flunky of Sir Keith Joseph, the Jewish cabi
net minister who is one of Maggie's closest 
adv isers. Before that, Young was the per
sonal assistant of Sir Isaac Wolfson, the 
Anglo-jewish department store tycoon. If 
and when David should quit the political 
scene, he wants to become a publisher. 

* 
Sir Anthony Blunt, the late Soviet spy and 

fairy esthete, has been celebrated by the 
British media as a great art expert. It has 
now been revealed that he used some of 
this expertise in the art forgery game. In 
fact, Blunt would certify paintings as genu
i ne when he knew they were fakes. There 
also seemed to have been some very dubi
ous connections between Blunt, the Sur
veyor of the Queen's Pictures, and Georges 
Wildenstein, the millionaire art agent who 

employed the infamous restorer, Delobre, 
to "work on" some of his prize paintings. 

... ... ... 

Positive discrimination is becoming all 
the rage in Britain -- particularly in the field 
of education. A new government report is
sued by Lord Swann called for the teaching 
of such languages as Creole, Gujerati and 
Punjabi in British schools, even those in 
all-white districts. Moreover, math, science 
and history classes must be offered in Pun
jabi and Gujerati, as well as English. Also, 
every school will have to have a course in 
"positive anti-racism" in its curriculum. 
Whenever Asian or black teachers are as 
qualified as whites, the Asians and blacks 
are to be hired. As in the U.s., racial quotas 
are recommended to ensure that a suffi
cient number of minority teachers get de
grees in education. 

* * 

The Irish Project in the North London 
borough of Islington, funded by the leftist
dominated Greater London Council, has 
hired three full-time officials who, as Na
tional Health Minister Kenneth Clarke puts 
it, will be largely concerned with "[trying] 
to stop the population from telling Irish 
jokes." 

* * * 

Across town, in Brixton, a nursery set up 
after the riots to "promote racial harmony" 
has been closed after three black workers 
and three white workers began rioting 
among themselves. "Frontline Nursery 
Brixton," as it is called, saw a steady de
terioration in standards between its open
ing in May 1983 and its closing in April 
1984. The last straw came when the three 
black workers submitted a report to the 
Lambeth Council's chief social services of
ficer accusing their three white colleagues 
of "innate racism," which, they claimed, 
had caused the falling standards. The re
port, plus a black strike, provoked an angry 
rebuttal from the majority of parents of 
children at the nursery. Soon "the atmo
sphere was so awful we felt it couldn't go 
on, " as one member of the nursery manag
ing committee put it. 

* 
"Is it racialist to tell the truth?" asked the 

headline of Lynda Lee-Potter's column for 
June 13 in the London Daily Mail . She was 
upset over the fate of Ray Honeyford, the 
head of an 86%-Asian middle school in the 
industrial city of Bradford. Honeyford had 
dared to point out the obvious -- that the 
quality of education of indigenous white 
students at his school was being gravely 
compromised. Soon all the humanitarian 
activists in the city were affixing long lists of 
harsh adjectives like "obscene," "disgust
ing" and "indecent" to the well-meaning 
Honeyford's name. Max Madden, the La

bour Party MP for Bradford West, demand
ed his sacking. So did the Parents Action 
Committee, led by a shrill white woman 
who called for a boycott of the school as 
well. Columnist Lee-Potter voiced her con
cern over the "destructive fantasy world 
we've created," adding: 

Mr. Honeyford has merely voiced his 
fears. He has openly said what is in his 
mind, and an orchestrated vendetta to 
crush and intimidate him has been set in 
motion. It's reminiscent of Orwell's 
thought police, as we are all increasingly 
allowing the emotional blackmail to si
lence common sense. 

And it's best summed up surely by 
another Bradford head teacher, Shirley 
Woodman, who says: "The race lobby is 
so powerful, decent people can no long
er voice decent thoughts. " 

West Germany. In the Third Reich, one 
couldn't put a play on the boards that fa
vored Jews. In the Fourth (current) Reich, 
one cannot produce a play that disfavors 
them. Even the late, highly lauded Rainer 
Werner Fassbinder, the mongrel film direc
tor and impresario who recently died of a 
drug overdose, ran into posthumous trou
ble with his water-closet drama, Garbage, 
the City and Death. Since one of the chief 
characters is an unsympathetic Jewish real 
estate sharpy (in other words, a flesh-and
blood Jew), there was a keening cry of anti
Semitism. Quick as a flash, Ulrich Schwab, 
the manager of the theater which had dared 
to put on the play, was canned. 

Fassbinder 

* 

The New York Times MagaZine recently 
ran an article on "Germany's Guest Work
ers," by Pranay Gupte, adapted from his 
book, The Crowded Earth : People and the 
Politics of Population. The most startling 
statistic was that the number of foreign 
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schoolchildren in West Germany rose from 
165,000 in 1976 to nearly 700,000 in 
1983. What makes this so startling is that, as 
Gupte states elsewhere, all recruiting for 
foreign workers ceased by about 1974. By 
then, they were no longer wanted, and their 
total numbers started to level off -- yet the 
number of their children had sCdrcely be
gu n its steep rise. Many more offspring can 
be expected, since "most of the migrants 
are still in their early-to-middle childbear
ing years and come from countries where 
large families are traditionaL" 

Luckily, a major nativist reaction has set 
in. Heinrich Lummer, the deputy mayor of 
West Berlin, where one-fourth of the 
schoolchildren are foreign, says the Turks 
should not be in Germany at all. "just 
imagine," he says, 1/250,000, or 12% of 
West Berlin's population, are foreigners 
.... If these Turks live here for a long time, 
Germany will change as a result." He isn't 
kidding: the streets of Turkish Kreuzberg 
are "littered with garbage" -- and with idle 
youth. 

Austria. Hitlerian demonology is begin
ning to rival that of Lucifer in world librar
ies. The newest and perhaps farthest-out 
addition to the hihrerfile is a faded photo 
purportedly taken by the no longer extant 
Jewish artist Emma L6wenstamm, which is 
supposed to show Hitler and Lenin playing 
chess in Vienna in 1909. To substantiate 
the claim, a research foundation in Ingol
stadt, Austria, points out that Hitler, a 
down-and-out, 20-year-old artist, was liv
ing in Vienna at the time, as was Lenin, who 
was in his "second emigration" and spent 
the years 1907 through 1914 in the Aus
trian capital. It was also alleged that both 
Hitler and Lenin frequented the House of 
Julius von Ludassy, a writer and theater 
critic, where Emma L6wenstamm presum
ably made the snapshot. 

Editor's note: The photo, as it appeared in a 
Viennese newspaper, was so fuzzy that it would 
only come out as a surrealistic splotch of white, 
black and gray if Instauration tried to reproduce 
it. 

Corsica. The Italian neo-fascists run 
strongest in the far south and Britain's Na-~ 
tional Front draws many of its leaders from 
that island's "Celtic fringe," so it isn't sur
prising that the up-and-coming French 
Front National has scored its biggest elec
toral triumph to date in one of the most 
racially Mediterranean parts of the republic 
-- the island of Corsica. On August 12, 
voters turned out to elect a new 61-seat 
regional assembly, as part of President Mit
terrand's experiment with "devolution" of 
power from the extremely centralized gov
ernment in Paris. (An earlier Corsican as-
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sembly, elected in 1982, was dissolved in 
Ju ne because of a budgetary deadlock.) 

The party of Jean-Marie Le Pen, which 
scored well in the nationwide June elec
tions for the European Parliament, did even 
better here in August, ending up with about 
12% of the assemblymen. The establish
ment hardly seemed concerned, however, 
because various Corsican separatist parties 
did almost as well. These latter are under
standably considered far more dangerous. 
In the first six months of 1984 alone, about 
300 bombing incidents were reported on 
the island, many against French settlers 
from the mainland. 

Spain. The time warp which Francisco 
Franco's authoritarian regime provided for 
Spain has been conclusively terminated by 
nearly two years of liberal Socialist Party 
rule. Crime, drugs and pornography are 
enjoying an explosive growth. Spain now 
leads the nations of Europe in the volume of 
heroin and cocaine seized by authorities. 
There are 80,000 heroin addicts in the 
land. The Sicilian Mafia is muscling into the 
once-clean scene. Drugs spell crime, and 
the total crime rate was up 32% in 1983 
over the previous year. Worse, the number 
of robberies involving violence or intimida
tion rose 60% in the same year. 

It is still possible to walk safely from one 
end of Madrid to the other after midnight, 
but that may not be true much longer. Al
ready, shopkeepers have begun carrying 
pistols and using them. Nostalgia for Fran
co is growing. The Catholic Primate of To
ledo has warned, "The way Spanish society 
is headed, we are risking an explosion of 
irrepressible popular anger that will sweep 
the country like a hurricane." 

* * * 

Another sign of reaction has been the 
rioting against Spanish Gypsies, who are 
now nearly half a million strong. Their un
employment rate is about 80%, wh ich ap
pears to suit most of them fine. Back in 
1499, Ferdinand and Isabella ordered the 
Gypsies to find gainful work or leave in 70 
days. Five hundred years later, they haven't 
gotten out and haven't found work. Yet, 
says Manuel Martin, leader of a Spanish 
group called the National Gypsy Presence, 
"The Gypsy people are innocent." 

They have been in Europe for 1,500 years 
and they haven't changed their ways. Ger
mans, Swedes and others who talk about 
"integrating" millions of nonwhite guest 
workers shou Id give that melancholy fact 
some deep thought. 

The "worst incident" to occur in Spain 
recently was when several hundred Villag
ers in Torrendonjimeno, in the far south, 
surrounded the home of a Gypsy mugger 

and tried to burn it down. Fifty Gypsy wo
men and children fled with severe burns. 
Of course, in the land whence the GYPsies 
originally came -- India -- it is common
place for husbands to burn their own wives 
to death; 690 fatal "dowry burnings" took 
place in the city of New Delhi alone last 
year! So there should be no tears shed in the 
West when this invading brown army of 
junkmen, fiddlers, fortune-tellers and beg
gars gets back from the dark-whites of An
dalusia what they have been handing out to 
whites for centuries. 

Portugal. One of the most persecuted 
churchmen in modern times is Archbishop 
Valerian Trifa, who voluntarily gave up his 
U.S. citizenship some months ago and 
agreed to be deported in order to spare his 
Romanian Orthodox congregation further 
legal costs in the incessant Jewish-inspired 
harassment of him for his "alleged" anti
Semitism during aFld after World War II 
(alleged being put in quotes since he spent 
most of the war in German concentration 
camps). 

Portugal recently agreed to accept Trifa, 
and he arrived there in August. Everything 
was fine until OSI, the U.S. Department of 
Justice's imitation of a KGB bureau, issued 
a press release saying Portugal had opened 
its doors to a war criminal. The Portuguese 
press then went bonkers and pilloried Trifa 
day and night in bilious front-page stories. 
In no time, Trifa's picture, dutifully trans
mitted by AP and UPI, was tacked on every 
street kiosk, until it got so that the Archbish
op didn't dare eat in a restaurant for fear of 
being recognized. Trifa did appear on TV 
and was given an interview by one of the 
leading papers, but the stories about him 
continued to be overwhelmingly negative, 
as was the usual package of "background" 
material thoughtfully provided by Simon 
Wiesenthal. 

The Portuguese government, under in
tense Zionist pressure, is now investigating 
the old calumnies against Trifa. It is quite 
possible he may be declared persona non 
grata, which means he will lose his resi
dency permit. Where will Trifa go if he is 
hounded out of Portugal? 

One place he won't go is Israel. The U.s. 
tried to get the jewish state to take him and 
give him a show trial a la Eichmann. But 
Israel refused on the grounds that the evi
dence against him was too tenuous. 

The way it looks now Trifa may be turned 
into a non-jewish "Wandering jew" by the 
descendants of the Wanderi ng jew. 

Middle East. First, Arthur Koestler gave 
new I ife to the old Khazar or Central Asian 
theory of East European Jewish origins, in 
his book The Thirteenth Tribe (1976). Now, 
a leading Lebanese historian has suggested 
that, whatever the antecedents of today's 
jews, they have returned to the wrong 
place. 



Kamal Salibi, who is a professor at the 
American University of Beirut, a 55-year
old bachelor, and the patriarch of an old, 
rich and prominent family of Lebanese 
Protestants, has advanced the very un
Zion ist theory that the events of the Hebrew 
Old Testament took place not in Palestine, 
but 900 miles to the south, in the Asir re
gion of Arabia, which fronts the Red Sea for 
350 miles between Mecca and Yemen. 

Linguistic analysis is Salibi's method. For 
five years he has worked on a comprehen
sive survey of the place names in Arabia, 
comparing them with those of the Bible. In 
the Asir he has found two villages whose 
names are the Arabic equivalent of "Jeru
salem," five which signify "Hebron," 11 
derived from the word for "Canaan," and 
so on. Indeed, Salibi says he can precisely 
match half of the thousands of place names 
in the Old Testament with villages in the 
mountainous Asir region. And, with the 
kind of minor letter changes permitted in 
Ii ngu istics, he can locate another 30%. 

Salibi's upcoming book, The Bible Came 
from Arabia, argues that nearly all Israelite 
history until about 500 B.C. took place in 
Arabia. It was only at the end of the Baby
lonian exile that the main body of Israelites 
joined with those few Jews who had previ
ously drifted northward into Palestine. The 
great confusion over locations occurred, 
says Salibi, because the Hebrew "Masoret
ic" text was not finalized until A.D. 600
1000, or more than a millennium after He
brew had become a linguistic fossil and the 
early books of the Bible had been com
piled. Those early books used only conso
nants, and the selected vowel additions of 
the "Masoretic" text were badly preju
diced, in Salibi's opinion, by the editors' 
belief that Palestinian place names had 
originally been intended. 

Salibi cannot be dismissed as an off-hand 
crank. The dean of Middle Eastern studies 
at Oxford University, Professor Albert Hou
rani, lends some support to the theory, and 
to Salibi's qualifications as historian and 
linguist. The prestigious American Journal 
Foreign Affairs has commended one ofSal i
bi's six books on Lebanese history for its 
"grasp and balance." And the London Sun
day Times, which has already previewed 
his book-to-be, may also buy the English
language rights to it. The conscientious Sa
libi admits, however, that several incom
pletely researched chapters are still "full of 
mistakes." Shocked by his own discovery, 
he still speaks of it nervously. The Zionist 
reaction has been ' 'very violent," he re
ports. Another hazard is the euphoria 
which causes him to "wake up every morn
ing at 3:30 A.M., thinking about the Bible. 
After five years that gets tiring." 

* * * 

(1) When the late Egyptian President 
Gamal Abdel Nasser was interviewed by 
the editor of the West German conservative 

journal, Deutsche Soldaten und National 
Zeitung, he had this to say about the Holo
caust: "No one, even the simplest of men, 
takes seriously the lie about six mi /I ion Jews 
who were murdered. How is it with you?" 

(2) In 1967, Jordan's prime minister, who 
was subsequently ambassador to London, 
described the six million story as a "fable 
legend." 

(3) The Egyptian statesman Muhammad 
Ali Aluba, like the young Anwar Sadar and 
many other countrymen, defended the mil
itant German reaction against its Jewish mi
nority. 

It is we" known that the German people 
is one of the most progressive in the 
world in science, technology, and na
tionalism, and it has an immunity which 
can defend it against the activities of 
Zionism. Nevertheless, Hitler real ized 
what was weakening his people to the 
extent that it almost brought about its 
end. The same applies with greater force 
to other nations, which are not so im
mune. 

(4) Abdallah ai-Tali, who commanded 
the Arab Legion in the 1948 War of Israeli 
Independence and later became a Jordan
ian senator, stated that Hitler had been 
"wronged and slandered." In The Danger 
of World Jewry to Islam and Christianity, he 
argued that the blame for Europe's historic 
persecutions of Jews "applies first and fore
most to the Jews themselves and their char
acteristics of treachery, deceitfulness, 
crime and treason," and only secondly to 
European civilization, which had some
times responded excessively. 

These and other Arab mouthings are 
roundly chastized by Dr. Yehoshafat Har
kabi in his 1974 volume, Holocaust, in the 
"Israel Pocket Library." 

South Africa. A United Nations working 
paper alleges that the South African De
fense Force has built a research station 
where it is testing ethnic-specific biochemi
cal weapons on prisoners. These "could be 
programmed to affect certain ethnic groups 
through the use of carefully selected bio
logical viruses directed atthe black popula
tion," the paper says. 

"These allegations have been made in 
the past," a senior South African defense 
spokesman said wearily. "There is nothing 
new in this latest round." 

Several years ago, a Milwaukee news
paper published an editorial advocating ra
cial miscegenation and a one-race world as 
soon as possible. Why? Because otherwise 
genocide would "inevitably" be practiced 
through ethnic-specific weapons! (Appar
ently the ed itors had never heard about 
massive crop destruction by disease when 
a single genetic strain has been used over a 
wide area.) 

* * * 

South Africa's leading white satirist is 
Pieter-Dirk Uys (pronounced Ace), who 
began poking more than fun at the Afrikan
er establishment in his one-man revues 
about four years ago. Five years ago, his 
wicked jabs at apartheid would not have 
been possible, Uys believes, but then, un
der Prime Minister Botha, the climate 
changed. Now Uys prances about dressed 
as a transvestite, portrays South Africa as an 
Orwellian, "Jaa, Baas" ("yes, boss") soci
ety, and offers up Archie Bunkerisms like 
"Kaffir" ("nigger") before mixed audienc
es. It all goes over pretty well in the urban, 
"yuppie" districts in which the half-Jewish, 
half-Afrikaner Uys feels most at home. 

* * 

Olympic runner Zola Budd is only one of 
many athletes who has paid a heavy price 
for hailing from the land of apartheid. Two 
leading tennis players, Derek Tarr and Kev
in Curren, are in the process of becoming 
American citizens so they can obtain visas 
and invitations to tournaments more easily. 
Tarr kicked his fatherland on the way out, 
saying, "I don't represent them, and I don't 
agree with their policies." 

* * * 

A new nationwide survey of whites here, 
released on August 20, showed that 
between 77% and 92% of the Afrikaans
speakers seek retention of the so-called 
"seven pillars of apartheid," the laws on 
Mixed Marriages, Immorality, Group 
Areas, Separate Education, Separate Amen
ities, Black Homelands and Separate Vot
ers' Rolls. For English-speaking whites, the 
range of support was 38% to 64%. (Some 
pillars are more popular than others.) 

Incredibly, the Afrikaans newspaper, Die -
Vader/and, reported that "it need not be 
accepted that the findings indicate a desire 
for retention of these laws," even on the 
part of Afrikaners. If an "acceptable alter
native to these laws" were offered, one 
which would ensure "the survival of the 
White as a White in South Africa," the "re
sistance to their scrapping [would] disap
pear." How whites could long survive 
without legal apartheid, given the present 
political and social climate, was left care
fully unexplained. 

Zimbabwe. From a subscriber. Inflation, 
an enviable 4% at Independence, has 
surged to around 20%. Economic growth 
has plunged to zero, as foreign debt has 
doubled. Formerly an exporter of food, the 
country is now an importer because of a 
searing drought and a brain drain. A dusk
to-dawn curfew still operates in a sixth of 
the country, while thousands of troops 
wage a costly campaign against armed 
Matabele rebels. Earlier this year, Joshua 
Nkomo, the opposition leader, stated he 
had suffered more in the past three years 
than in his 33-year struggle against the 
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whites. Officially about 1,000 whites are 

leaving every month. Those who stay do so 

because they could not duplicate their pa

latial residences and inexpensive domestic 

staff anywhere else. So they import colour 

videos and isolate themselves from reality. 


Swaziland. This little black kingdom 
which straddles part of the border between 
Mozam bique and South Africa, has been. 
full of unrest since its king of sixty-odd years 
expired recently. Witchcraft is part of the 
problem. Authorities have announced a 
$450 fi ne for the use of witchcraft on the 
soccer-football playing field. The problem 
is that witch doctors often sprinkle "divine 
water" on an opposing team's goalposts. 
Supporters of the opposition must then uri
nate in the goal to negate the charm. lilt was 
very embarrassing to Swaziland," said an 
official. 

Philippines. The Moonies have been try
ing to buy up Uruguay, their logic being _ 
that by controlling several small countries a 
cult can become a world power. Now the 
followers of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the 
former guru of the Beatles, are moving in 
large numbers to the rickety republic of 
Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos. They have 
already purchased the privately run Uni
versity of the East, whose 47,000 students 
make it the country's largest, and leased a 
340-room hotel, the Mirador, from which 
to conduct a nationwide advertising blitz. 
Best of all, President Marcos and his wife 
seem to have converted to the Maharishi's 
quasi-religious "Unified Field" doctrine, 
which has this mostly Catholic country's 
clergymen up in arms. Henceforth, Marcos 
will be hailed as the "spiritual leader of 
mankind," say the 1,200 earnest, well
dressed, mostly Western men and women 
who have blitzed Manila "Iike an invasion 
from Mars," in the words of one member of 
parliament. 

If the Moon ies are bei ng fu nded by the 
South Korean government, what about the 
Yogis? Has Marcos, who first took up yoga 
as a teenager, been secretly dipping into 
the public purse for the benefit of the Maha
rishi? 

Japan. On August 1, 1983, Time maga

zine devoted an entire issue to japan. 

Browsing under the various subject head

i ngs, one soon came to appreciate how 

much healthier that racially homogeneous 

society is than our own. Indeed, one could 

hardly help feeling envious at times. 


• That the source of Japanese health is 
its racial-ethnic unity and not religious un
iformity became apparent in the Religion 
section. Religious eclecticism is the rule in 
Japan, and some people insist they are part 
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Buddhist, part Shintoist and part Christian. 
A dangerous sect called Soka Gakkai (Val
ue Creation Society) has appeared on the 
local Buddhist scene. It is intolerant of 
Shinto (traditional nature worship), calling 
it "heretical" and saying that it must be 
"destroyed." Soka Gakkai teaches that by 
continually repeating a certain magical 
phrase, one will obtain happiness and the 
good life. 

Christian universalism is not easily ped
dled in this race-sensitive land. A Baptist 
missionary named Timothy Pietsche ad
mits, "A Japanese Christian has to give his 
allegiance to a 'foreign' God and say that 
he's not first and foremost a Japanese -- an 
impossible task." 

• The legal situation is particularly heal
thy in Japan, with only one attorney in pri
vate practice for every 10,000 citizens, 
compared to one in 400 in the United 
States. Yet these numbers only begin to tell 
the story. In criminal cases brought to trial, 
there is a 99% conviction rate: Prosecutors 
will only go before the bench if their case is 
strong. Civil damage suits are rare because 
of high, non-refundable filing fees and the 
absence of the American "contingency sys
tem" for lawyers' payments. Only 51 of the 
763 Diet (Parliament) members are attor
neys. 

Court trials are deeply embarrassing to 
most japanese, and avoided like the 
plague. William Kuntsler-style theatrics are 
not tolerated. Best of all, the Japanese show 
"a deeply ingrained reluctance to assess 
good and evil in others." The hypocrisy ofa 
Nuremberg Trial would be almost unthink
able. In Japan, writes the jurist Takenori 
Kawashima, "there is no tension posed be
tween what ought to be ... morality, on 
one hand, and the realities of the human 
spirit and human society as it exists." This 
does not preclude idealism. If one feels the 
presence of talent and aspiration within 
oneself, then that too is part of what "is." 
But it does preclude much hypocrisy and 
the imposition of a pious, disembodied 
morality. 

Perhaps most important is the japanese 
emphasis on the nation and the social 
group. 

Americans operate on the principle that 
the rights of individuals, and the wrongs 
done to them, are morally compelling 
claims worthy of full-dress legal battle. 
Although the Japanese have a highly de
veloped sense of individual rights, social 
harmony, not personal justice, is the ba
sis of their law. Litigation, never com
mon, has actually decreased during the 
past 15 years. 

Those who elect to sue are usually scorned 
by their neighbors. Similarly, Japanese 
companies have never felt a need for writ

ten contracts on deals. Even if everyone 
gets cheated on rare occasions, it beats rou
tinely paying out tens of billions to an in
vader-army of shysters. 

• The robbery rate in Japan was 1.9 per 
100,000 people in 1980, compared to 
234.5 per 100,000 in the U.S. This is partly 
because of the 15,600 "police boxes" or 
koban (actually one-room offices on street 
corners) set up throughout Japan. Officers 
on duty actually have time to drop in for a 
chat with lonely senior citizens. A Tokyo 
official observes, liThe police have to be 
part of the community, or it would be im
possible to make it a safe city." 

• Freud and his "Oedipus complex" 
make I ittle or no sense to the Japanese. (Carl 
Jung said it makes no sense to Europeans, 
but we are nonetheless forced to endure the 
mass promulgation of alien ideas.) The Jap
anese have their own national psychiatry 
instead. Many neuroses here are "culture
bound, centered on the overwhelming 
sense of obligation and dependence," both 
"familial" and "tribal." This does not mean 
that narcissistic individualism is encour
aged as a balance. On the contrary, a popu
lar folk treatment called naikan, used in 
schools, offices and prisons, "focuses on 
[the patient's] ingratitude toward the sac
rifices of other persons." The therapist's 
message is that "the only escape from men
tal anguish is to plunge into acts of service." 
Similarly, the treatment called Morita 
"aims at erasing introspection." 

For a week patients are confined to bed, 
with no visitors, no TV and no reading 
matter. Forced to wallow in their own 
thoughts, they come to see that action is 
better than end less self-obsession. Pa
tients then work outdoors for two weeks, 
going from light to heavy labor. They also 
attend indoctrination lectures. No talk 
about the self is allowed. The whole pro
gram is tinged with a sense of resigna
tion: things are the way they are, and all 
we can do is get on with I ife and do the 
best we can. Morita practitioners claim a 
cu re rate of 90%. 

A therapist in Japan is a shepherd, 
prodding straying lambs back toward the 
flock. Mental health means to live with 
and for others. 

• "Women's liberation" is catching on 
in Japan, but in the moderate, sensible way 
one would expect from any intelligent, ra
cially homogeneous people. The most pop
ular female personality is the lovely Tetsu
ko Kuroyanagi, a TV talk show hostess who 
is a national institution. 

The rudeness and al ien ways of many 
American entertainment personalities 
serves to scare away many softer-spoken, 
old-stock Americans. But Tetsuko makes 
the unbrash feel at home. Her memoir, Tot
to-Chan, the Little Girl at the Window, 
which disarmingly advocates greater inde
pendence for Japanese women, has be
come the best-selling book in the nation's 
history. 



Though the proportion of women in the 
Diet is not much lower than that in the U.S. 
Congress, the stridency and gender rivalry 
of American "feminism" is entirely absent. 
A Margaret Thatcher would not be impossi
ble here, buta Geraldine Ferraro would be. 

• The japanese language retains many 
subtleties now lacking in most Western 
speech. When the japanese speak, they are 
at least as interested in conveyi ng emotion
al mood as mere ideas. This constant feed
back prevents many unwanted alien intru
sions from even achieving a foothold in the 
national soul. There is even a "quasi-lan
guage known as haragei, roughly translat
able as 'belly talk,' in which the japanese 
communicate without using any words at 
all -- only with techniques like artful si
lence." 

• The average japanese fam i Iy spends 
eight hours and 15 minutes per day watch
ing TV, a figure which leads the world. 
Fortunately, the leading eoucational net
work, NHK, is watched as much as all other 
networks combined. The high-quality pro
gramming "seems to confute the American 
notion that mass equals crass." 

Australia. Once upon a time, well
known jews like Maurice Samuel and Mar
cus Eli Ravage gave their Gentile readers an 
occasional glimpse of how organized jew
ry really thought and operated. Then along 
came Uncle Adolf and nearly all the Sam
uels and Ravages clammed up. Only now, 
as 1945 fades into the mists, are jewish lips 
loosening up again. 

The talk of Australian jewry these days is 
a new show-and-tell novel called The 
Merchants of Melbourne, by Alfred Zion. 
The author hastens to say that, "With this 
type of book one has to maintain that it is 
fiction." 

Zion's protagonist, Nehemiah Israel, is 
patterned after himself. An outsider to the 
jewish community because of his unortho
dox views, Nehemiah grows disillusioned 
with the business antics of his jewish ac
quaintances, and finally decides to exact a 
"terrible revenge" on those who have 
cheated and betrayed him. 

Along the way, The Merchants of Mel
bourne (published in july by Ariosa, a com
pany formed by a friend of Zion's) tells of 
charity poker games with $40,000 riding 
on one hand; describes the enormous rake
offs from fictional .charities; recounts the 
illegal movement of money through high
ranking rabbis; and describes a "Saturday 
Morning Club" of Eastern European Jews 
who control much of Melbourne's business 
and finance through a complex maze of 
intermarriages. 

The jews of Melbourne will undoubtedly 
respond by saying that Zion is a liar and a 
crook. Some Gentiles won't need much 
persuading. Zion was in the headlines in 
1979 when he fled to Israel and the United 
States allegedly owing $7 million to bilked 
Aussies. He must still face trial at the Su

preme Court in Melbourne for the alleged 
theft of $600,000 from companies he con
trolled. But Zion insists he was betrayed 
and destroyed by Jewish colleagues who 
got him enmeshed in a series of increas
ingly confused corporate deals and cut him 
adrift (which sounds a lot like Samuel 
Roth's motive for writing Jews Must Live). 
Maybe it all happened because Zion had 
publicly condemned Zionist aggression 
and world Jewry's constant harping on the 
Holocaust. "In my view," he says of the 
latter, "it is something that is terribly 
wrong." What was "wrong" was not the 
Holocaust but the incessant jabbering and 
whimpering about it. 

Whether it is Zion or his adversaries who 
are the guilty party (there's probably en
ough guilt to go around) is less important 
than the inside dope he's been spilling ab
out the Melbourne power structure. Dis
graced before the world, and figuring he 
had little more to lose, Zion blew the whis
tle on those nearest to him. So, too, Spiro 
Agnew, once beyond r~demption, made 
lots of noise about how jews had been the 
force which lifted him up and the force 
which brought him down. 

just because a man is a shady character 
doesn't mean he can't cast a bright light 
into shady places. 

Peru. Devla Murphy's book, Eight Feet in 
the Andes, has some revealing information 
on the resu Its of the land reform in the early 
1970s in Peru. The land was taken away 
from the big landowners and distributed 
among the peasants and cooperative farm
ers, who are now in such a bad way they 
have asked their old bosses to take back 
their haciendas. But the latter say their for
mer properties are now too ru ndown; that 
it wou Id be too costly to restore them to 
their once prosperous state. The peasants, 
of course, are mostly Indians and mestizos. 
The landlords are whites of Spanish de
scent. 

Later in the book, author Murphy delves 
into some racial aesthetics: 

We've decided the mestizos are not 
physically attractive. In this respect, the 
mixture hasn't been a success. The In
dians are far more attractive, especially 
those with "Inca" features. 

Peru offers every possible skin shade 
from almost white to dark brown. But a 
true white woman is most uncommon 
.... [H]ere, as in India, all the advertise
ments show true whites. 

I n a remote part of the Andes the author 
came across an "almost" white family: 

Comparing this mestizo family -- men
tally alert, well mannered, well built, 
well dressed, well organized and com
paring them with the average Indian fam
ily, one again sees the shadow of doom 
over the native campesinos. 

Devla Murphy was not overcome with 
admiration for local churchmen: 

One is appalled by the sloth and greed 
of the native Peruvian clergy. They don't 
minister to the people of the Sierra. This 
materially nonrewarding job is left to for
eign priests -- Germans, Irish, Americans, 
Italians, Poles and Dutch. In fact, not 
many Peruvians have become priests, 
but those who do, cluster around the ur
ban rich like bluebottles around bad 
meat. 

Meeting a young Indian who had had a 
university education, the author com
ments: 

He is grossly contemptuous of Peru 
and longs to emigrate. Yet he would 
probably take massive umbrage if we 
gringos criticized his country. It upsets 
me to find among the young this compul
sive longing to escape. 

They blame the U.S. for their troubles 
-- but that is where they all hope to es
cape to. 

The young Indian says: 

You have all heard talk of a united 
Peru, with all the citizens equal and 
working together for the good of the na
tion. That is nonsense. It can never hap
pen. There is no room in Peru for two 
races whose minds have never met after 
450 years of sharing the same country. 
Either the Indians take over or they go 
even further under as the others exploit 
the land with new technology. I know in 
my brain that the Indian must go under. 
But still in my heart I want to bring the 
campesinos into the modern world and 
help them survive because they are my 
people. 

Another native Peruvian has an equally 
bleak view: 

How can the campesinos be expected 
to own large estates? Nothing in their 
tradition helps them to think for them
selves -- they don't even have a living 
oral literature. Yet it would be wise to see 
them managing their land and all fair 
shares. But in fact rural Peru is now much 
worse off than before land reform. You 
have found you cannot often buy milk, 
cheese, eggs, even in the middle of natur
ally rich farmland. Ten years ago this was 
not so. And look at the state of the fields, 
the animals, the implements. 

The author sums up: 

Nature insists on the survival of the 
fittest and the Spaniards represented a 
race that was mentally, though not mor
ally, fitter than the Andes Indians. Blame 
and sympathy are equally out of place 
when one looks at it from this perspec
tive .... [NJever the twain shall meet 
applies even more to the European and 
the Andes Indian than the European or 
any Asian race, including Chinese. 
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VFW vs. OSI, KGB, ADl 
A major national organization has come 

down hard against the Justice Department's 
Office of Special Investigations (OSI) and its 
illegal activities. At its national convention 
in Chicago on August 20, the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars (VFW) passed a resolution 
condemning the persecution of naturalized 
American citrzens on the basis of "evi
dence" provided by the Soviet KGB. The 
resolution noted that at least two former 
refugees, accused of war crimes, had al
ready committed suicide, while others 
were threatening to do so rather than suffer 
deportation to Israel or a Communist bloc 
nation. The resolution also noted that the 
American media have "chosen to maintain 
a hands-off position as to publicizing these 
shameful trials," with the exception of The 
Spotlight and the Ukrainian Weekly (300 
Montgomery Street, Jersey City, NJ 07302). 
Pointing to the use of doctored tapes and 
dubious "witnesses" by the KGB, the state
ment concluded: 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars of the United States request 
of President Ronald Reagan that an im
mediate and full inquiry be conducted 
into the affairs of the Office of Special 
Investigations to determine whether the 
civil rights of any persons have been vio
lated ... and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the 
United States Senate be petitioned 
through proper channels, to immediately 
launch an open inquiry into the entire 
affairs of the Office of Special Investiga
tions covering all aspects of its activities, 
both in the United States and external to 
the Untied States, in such a manner that 
the American people may be enabled to 
be thoroughly and completely informed 
about the [OSIJ and thereby be able to 
determine whether such activities are in 
the best security interests of the United 
States .... 

In response to this and related develop
ments, the OSI's current director, Neal 
Sher, fled to the Anti-Defamation League 
(ADL), where he gave an address stating 
that the Soviet standards of evidence in the 
40 denaturalization and deportation cases 
now pending measure up fully to American 
standards. "The truth is that we go to great 
lengths to insure that any evidence used is 
genuine and trustworthy," he insisted. As 
an example, Sher cited the case of Mikola 
Kowalchuk, in which Soviet witnesses, tes
tifying in the presence of Soviet prosecu
tors, had provided the exculpatory testi
mony which persuaded the OSI to drop the 
case. Besides, Sher reasoned, the West 
German courts also rely on KGB-supplied 
testimony. 

The basic flaw in the OSI position trans-
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cends individual cases, however. Consider 
Sher's closing remarks to the ADL: 

It is difficult to conceive of even the 
KGB fabricating document after docu
ment and suborning perjury from witness 
after witness in OSI cases .... 

Will we go wherever necessary to find 
the evidence? Of course, that is our duty 
and responsibility. There is too much at 
stake. Too many people suffered and 
died to give Hitler a posthumous victory. 

Without a doubt, the Nazis and their 
collaborators did commit many brutal acts 
in Eastern Europe -- but the Communists, 
over a much longer period of time, commit
ted many more. So why isn't Sher con
cerned that Stalin will gain a posthumous 
victory? In The Gu lag Archipelago, the great 
Solzhenitsyn himself argues that collabora
tion with the German invaders was often 
the morally commendable (or at least less 
reprehensible) thing to do. Yet, says Sher, 
anyone who served in any "military or par
amilitary unit known to have been involved 
in persecution and dtrocities" is "automati
cally ineligible to immigrate to this coun
try." He neglected to add that this stringent 
ru Ie on Iy appl ies to people on the Axis side, 
not war criminals from Communist coun
tries. 

It doesn't matter, in other words, if one's 
own hands are clean: just having served 
with the losers makes one dirty. Mean
while, Communist killers from Russia, 
China and Cuba have entered America by 
the thousands. 

Give Us Back Our liberty 
Generations of American schoolchildren 

have been taught that the Statue of Liberty 
symbolizes our country's openness to mass 
immigration. It has reached the point 
where sober proposals to exert control over 
our borders are greeted with cartoons 
showing Liberty crying. 

The French people have a legitimate 
complaint with the Jews on this score. It 
was they who raised the money a century 
ago to have Frederic Auguste Bartholdi's 
152-foot-high, copper-sheeted statue built 
in parts, shipped to America, assembled 
and unveiled on October 28, 1886. The 
only message intended was, "World take 
note -- America is a haven of liberty." 

It was 22 years later that a plaque bearing 
Emma Lazarus's poem, "The New Colos
sus," was tacked onto the base of the statue. 
"Give me your tired, your poor, your hud
dled masses yearning to breathe free, the 
wretched refuse of your teeming shore" -
words which recently provoked Zip 623 to 
exclaim, "Emma Lazarus wrote America's 
epitaph." 

F.A. Bartholdi 

From 1908 on, a small army of Jewish 
scribes, led by Israel Zangwill, labored to 
convey the revised meaning of the Statue of 
Uberty to an ignorant nation. A Judeocen
tric leftist was thereby allowed to appropri
ate a great symbol which she and her peo
ple neither created nor paid for. 

Now, while Liberty is being restored for 
its centennial (the fund-raising hoopla is 
under the direction of publicity hound Lee 
lacocca), someone is circulating a flyer 
which demands the removal of the Lazarus 
plaque and the revision ofAmerican school 
texts to reflect the French people's wishes. 
Protest letters should be sent to Statue of 
Liberty. P.O. Box 1986, New York, NY 
10018, or the French-American Committee 
for the Restoration of the Statue of Liberty, 
c/o French Embassy, 2535 Belmont Rd., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008. 

A Little Good News Today 
The Simpson-Mazzoli immigration bill 

has gone down the drain in the 98th Con
gress -- and because of the amnesty provi
sion, who can mourn it? But at least some
thing good did come out of the pro and con 
editorials devoted to it by the media. Con
gress has appropriated an extra $66 million 
in the 1985 budget for the Imm igration and 
Naturalization Service. This will mean 850 
additional Border Patrol officers and 
another 150 paper shufflers to back them 
up. It's the biggest single boost for the INS 
since it was established. 

Quaint Reprisal 
A New York Times vending box has been 

tarred and feathered in the historic town of 
Lenox, Massachusetts. In this case, it appar
ently happened because residents resented 
the intrusion of contemporary design into 
their colonial landscape. But one can well 
imagine that futuretar-and-featherings may 
occur for other reasons. 



The Organic Homo 
It may take a long time for modern social 

science to admit it, but the bumpy, twisted 
corkscrew trail of human behavior always 
seems to lead back to biology. For instance, 
although everyone but liberals and Marx
ists now know that homosexuality has an 
organic source, from reading the New York 
Times one would think it is a purely en
vironmental happenstance, about as non
deterministic as the flip of a coin. Recently, 
Dr. Brian A. Gladue and a team of scientists 
at the State University of New York have 
taken a giant step forward in proving Moth
er Nature's heavy hand in homosexuality 
by recent tests conducted on 17 straight 
men, 12 straight women and 14 homosex
ual males. When injected with estrogen, a 
female hormone, the straight women re
sponded strongly with a change in their 
levels of LH, a brain hormone that regulates 
sexual functions. The heterosexual men 
showed almost no response, while nine of 
the homosexuals did have noticeable reac
tions. When testosterone, the male hor
mone, was injected in the straight and ho
mosexual males, the heterosexuals showed 
a much stronger response than the homos. 

Different responses to sex hormones is a 
pretty strong indication that homosexuals 
are not like you and me, but belong to a 
third sex and should be so treated and con
sidered. Dr. Gladue's tests suggest that no
thing can be done about the dyed-in-the
wool homo. He is fixed by fate. But the tests 
also seem to show there are borderline ho
mos who can be kept straight if brought up 
in a healthy environment and not exposed 
to the corrupting influences ofthe gays. The 

. Democratic Party platform to the contrary, 
this is a rather compelling reason to keep 
100% gays out of jobs, like teaching, 
which bring them into close and dangerous 
contact with children. 

No Jewish 
Goldbricking in Space 

Jewish astronauts who go for a spin in the 
space shuttle won't have to worry about 
being in orbit on Saturdays. Shlomo Goren, 
the erstwhile chief rabbi of Jerusalem, has 
ruled that Jews cannot celebrate the Sab
bath in space. After some fancy Talmudic 
casuistry, the rabbi came to the conclusion 
that since earth time is calculated by the 
movements of the su n and moon, it has no 
meaning in the wild blue yonder. "The 
earthly days, nights and holidays simply do 
not exist for the traveler in space," he theol
ogized. Non-Jewish astronauts should be 
thankful. If Rabbi Goren had decided 
otherwise, the crew of the Challenger and 
Discovery might not only have had to take 
over from Judith Resnik or future Judiths as 
they rested on the Seventh Day, but the 
crew would also have had to suffer their 
cabin being smoked up with burning can
dies. 

Sangre Azul 
True blue Spanish Americans feel as out

raged as racially aware Majority members 
when the media label all Hispanics as 
whites. A Washington-based Castilian, Fer
nando Prado, reacted to this all-too-com
mon misnomer in a splenetic letter to the 
Washington Post Uune 28, 1984), which 
had printed an article by reporter Margaret 
Shapiro that had described Mexican Amer
icans as having a "Spanish appearance." 
Senor Prado complained that Ms. Shapiro 
must have meant a 

Lati n American appearance (given the 
fact that most Latin Americans from Mex
ico and Central America have strong In
dian features, and those from Puerto Rico 
have a high percentage of Negro blood) 
.... Would she say that Jesse Jackson 
has an English appearance because he 
has an English name? Or that New York 
Gov. Mario Cuomo has an English ap
pearance because he was born in the 
United States? 

How much more of this do we Span
iards, as Europeans, have to put up with? 

A Spanish American of presumably pure 

blood is Anthony Francis Gonzales, whose 
Comite Americano Hispano will not admit 
Mexican Americans "porque no son blan
cos" ('cause they ain't white). Gon
zales defines a white Hispanic as a racially 
unmixed "direct descendant of the Spanish 
Conqu istadores who came to the New 
World in the 16th century." 

Unhappily for Gonzales, the first "offi
cially Hispanic" astronaut is Franklin B. 
Chang, a Ph.D. in physics and the son of a 
Chinese father and a Costa Rican mother. 
He is booked to fly in the space shuttle in 
1985. 

Declining to Whine 
Miami Fire Chief Ken McCullough called 

it a "disaster" that could create havoc in his 
department. A Hispanic firefigher with the 
unlikely name of Henry Harrison had re
fused a quota-based promotion to I ieuten
ant over five white non-Hispanic col
leagues with better qualifications. The re
fusal cost him a $3,000-a-year raise in sal
ary. The next day, a second Hispanic fire
man in Miami refused a similar promotion. 
In all likelihood, both these men of charac
ter were white Cubans, a breed apart. 

Chins Up 
Those of us who have been waiting, 

waiting, waiting for something to turn 

the country around, waiting for a man 

or group of men to lift us out of the 

quagmire in which we have been sink

ing deeper every year, should be for

given for tossing in the towel. Decade 

after decade has gone by, yet there is 

still no sign of relief on the horizon. 


We must see to it that these frus
trated people, some of whom are our 
best specimens, are not forever lost to 
the cause. We must get across to them 
the lesson that history does not work 
like clockwork on a fixed timetable. 
Yes, it is characterized by cycles, but 
cycles which come and go haphaz
ardly and asymmetrically. 

The fact is, even if you are not one 
of those who have fallen into a dark 
apathetic gloom, even if you are one 
of the happy few who still manage to 
see a few bright flashes of hope, there 
is little that you can do to hasten the 
day of our deliverance. Only events, 
cataclysmic events, will come to our 
rescue, events which only the most 

. 	pessimistic Orwellians dare to pre
dict, but which are right now aborn
ing in the deepest currents of history. 
InHation at 150% a year; the crime 
rate doubling every six months; 40% 
unemployment; cities burning; mi
norities becoming majorities and tak
ing over the megalopolises; foreign 
wars, including the inevitable Arma

geddon to save Israel; and affirmative 

action accelerated by specific racial 

laws favoring blacks, Hispanics and 

Asians in all jobs and promotions! Let 

only part of the above scenario take 

place and watch the fireworks! Over

night the whole mood of our people 

will undergo a dramatic shift. The 

whole monstrosity of u.s. politics will 

suddenly become apparent. The 

whole sedated approach to our dis

possession will be cast aside and our 

people will begin to boil. 


Unfortunately, no matter what we 
do, no matter how well we prepare 
for the worst, we must remain prison
ers of events. By all means, let us 
study, read, argue, debate and jaw
bone from dusk to dawn. We will 
learn something of what has been 
done to us, and we may obtain a fairly 
realistic picture of the forces that are 
doing us in and must never be allowed 
to do us in again. But we can't take 
any effective steps to end our predica
ment until events start to unfold -
as unfold they will. Only then will our 
best brains and our best brawn take 
heart and begin to move. 

So we must wait patiently. So far 
their hour has come. But our hour is 
coming. When it does, we may not 
win, but, paraphrasing a line from our 
second greatest poetess, IIAh, my 
foes, and oh, my friends, it will be a 
lovely fight." 
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A few weeks before the eleclion. Waller 
Mondale told a gathering or four Jewish 
lycoons assembled in Washinglon. "I 
would rather lose the campaign with the 
Jews than win wilhoullhem," He gol his 
wish, Some 70" of Jewish volers joined 
him in defeal. The remaining 30X were. 
so to speak. Reaganized, Among those 
who bled wilh Mondale were such close 
friends and financial brain trusters as 
John Gutfreund of Salomon Brothers. 
Irving Shapiro. the former Du Pont 
chairman, and Herberl Allen. the 
moneybags of Hollywood. trash films and 
associ ale of David Begelman. the noted 
check forger. All of these super:rich 
Mondale boosters have a warm spot in 
their hearts for the poor and a warmer 
spot in their portfolios for lucre. 

Poor Fritz! Even his dearly beloved and 
dearly wooed homos couldn't save him. 
No one much seemed to care that his 
starlel daughter Eleanor had sludied 
Swahili in Kenya. where she had "the 
greatesl time in my life." Not even 
liberals went wild wilh glee when the 
candidate, who had proclaimed himself 
the great guardian and protector of the 
wall between church and slale. went oul 
of his way not to criticize Bishop Tutu. 
the lalest black winner of the Nobel 
Peace Prize. for preaching against 
Reagan in several American pulpits al 
the height of the campaign. Even his 
"courageous" decision not to accept any 
campaign contributions from Arab 
Americans fell only on Jewish ears. And 
even his pals in the press fell queasy at 
what he wrote for the inauguration of 
Golda Meir Square in New York City: 

I knew 6olda.. ./ loved her... With 
Golda. I believe that justice will 
prevaIl. that hl/man dIgnIty wIll 
prevail, that peace will 
prevaIl. ... Strength and honor 
were indelld hllr clothing. Shll 
opened her mOl/th with wisdom. 
We hllr childrlln call her blesslId. 

On his worst day Reagan would balk at 
ladling out such drivel. 

Mrs. Mafia. who would have been the 
first vice-president, but perhaps not the 
last. to belong to a blatantly racist 
Zionist oulfit, Pioneer Women/Na'amal. 
also became an also-ran, Poor "Mr. 
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FerraroI"' He'll never attend the cabinet 
meetings he insisted he would grace with 
his presence. His exact words: NEven If 
they don't like it, 1would sit in. 1 want to 
know what's going on.N For a month or 
so Geraldine had thumbed her nose at the 
media by refusing to answer any 
questions about her falher's and 
mother's arrest for operating a numbers 
rackel or aboul hubby John's shady real 
estate deals wIth gangsters. Except ror a 
few papers here and there, the 
megamedia honored her omt?rta. The 
"impact press" also refrained from 
bringing up Reagan's connections with 
the mob--his social or political dealings 
with Frank Sinatra. Jackie Presser of 
the Teamsters, olher assorted union 
goons, and Senator Paul Laxalt, good 
friend of Moe Dalitz and ex-owner with 
another dubious character of a Nevada 
gambling den. 

Indeed -lwas a famous victory," but 
for whom? Reagan may not last out his 
second term and, if he does. he may 
deeply regret it. Massive budget-busting 
can only yield to inflation and mucho mas 
inflation. ReaganomicS was saved by ye 
olde economic cycle---arter every bust 
must come a boom. But when things get 
lough again, Ronnie. who presides over 
the bottomless-pit deficit like a 
Democrat. will have to do more than 
send Nancy to sit on Mr. T's lap. 

No sooner had the polls closed on 
November 6 than George Bush, the 
grandfather of three bouncing mestizos 
(two ninos, one nina), started running 
for the 1988 sweepstakes, He had some 
catching up to do because Howard Baker, 
who is quilting the Senate to make the 
race, has had a two-year headslart. 
Gary Hartpence Hart, wearing a wide 
"1-toJd-you-so-grin" after the Mondala 
Donnybrook, has also put on his track 
shoes. I f he had been the Democratic 
nominee. perish the thought, he might 
have won a couple of eastern states, but 
he would have lost Minnesota. 

Jesse Jackson and Louis Farrakhan are 
still alive and anxious. as the Bible (Acts 
9:5) would say, to "kick at the pricks." 
But they've faded from the front pages, 
Neither contributed greatly to the Demo 
cause, but Jesse or someone like Jesse 
is going to swing a lot of weight in lhe 
Party's smoke-filled rooms for some 

time to come. How do you get rid of the 
blacks when they're the most loyal of all 
Democrats. although their loyalty is 
complicated by the fact that for every 
new black Demo vote. one while Demo 
bolts to the GOP? <ll. the Demos have 
promised themselves and anyone else 
who cares to listen that they will now 
get cracking. regroup. rethink and come 
out with tons of new ideas. They will 
huff and puff alright. but their course is 
unfortunately fixed. Willy-niJly, they'll 
go on playing the minority game until 
their minorities breed themselves into a 
majorily. Their only other hope is 
another Great Depression. for which 
lhey pray daily and which would allow 
them to drag oul the old class war line 
and feed the masses massive doses of 
the old Demo manna known as envy. 

Class war, race war. lhey're all one in 
a multicolored counlry like lhe USA. It's 
the Majority agin the minorities and lhe 
many Majority splitters-in-the-ranks. 
That's the issue lhat culs across every 
other issue. Reagan won because the 
Majorily is still in the majority, and 
because he is perceived, somewhat 
myopically, as the champion of the while 
cause. That he is a wise dummy (wise 
politically, dumb every olher way) and 
will do no more in his second term for 
our lhreatened mores and threalened 
selves than he dId in his firsl term is not 
lhe point. He won--and lhat's all he and 
his "smart-assed white boys," as Andy 
Young called lhem. wanted. Winning is 
the limit of their ambition and 
imaginalion They don't give two hools 
if in the process and aftermath of 
victory their own people slip one notch 
further mto oblivion. They won Only 
votes matter. The hell wilh immigration. 
fiscal solvency, busing, reverse 
discrimination, and the emetic flood of 
crime, pornography. drugs and twisted 
sex. They're just annoying little lacks on 
the seats of power. 

Tens of thousands of speeches. tens of 
thousands of media mullings. hundreds of 
millions of dollars shot--and all for 
what? A Republican Senate, Democratic 
House and Republican White House. It's a 
strange alchemy that forces the cream 
to the bottom and the milksops to the 
top. Verily. we are still in the simian 
stage of political evolution. 


